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ABSTRACT

A Wireless Sensor Network is formed of several small devices encompassing the capability of sensing a physical characteristic and sending it hop by hop to a central node via low power and short range transceivers. The Sensor network lifetime strongly depends on the routing protocol in use. Routing protocol is responsible for forwarding the traffic and making routing decisions. If the routing decisions made are not intelligent, more re-transmissions will occur across the network which consumes limited resources of the wireless sensor network like energy, bandwidth and processing. Therefore a careful and extensive performance analysis is needed for the routing protocols in use by any wireless sensor network.

In this study we investigate Objective Functions and the most influential parameters on Routing Protocol for Low power and Lossy Network (RPL) performance in Contiki (WSN OS) and then evaluate RPL performance in terms of Energy, Latency, Packet Delivery Ratio, Control overhead, and Convergence Time for the network.

We have carried out extensive simulations yielding a detailed analysis of different RPL parameters with respect to the five performance metrics. The study provides an insight into the different RPL settings suitable for different application areas.

Experimental results show ETX is a better objective, and that ContikiRPL provides very efficient network Convergence (14s), Control traffic overhead (1300 packets), Energy consumption (1.5% radio on time), Latency (0.5s), and Packet Delivery Ratio (98%) in our sample RPL simulation of one hour with 80 nodes, after careful configuration of DIO interval minimum/doublings, Radio duty cycling, and Frequency of application messages.

Keywords: RPL, Routing metrics, Cooja, Objective Function, Evaluation, Low Power and Lossy Network.
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# NOMENCLATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAO</td>
<td>Destination Advertisement Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIO</td>
<td>DODAG Information Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIS</td>
<td>DODAG Information Solicitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DODAG</td>
<td>Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMP</td>
<td>Internet Control Message Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE</td>
<td>Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IETF</td>
<td>Internet Engineering Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Internet Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLN</td>
<td>Low Power and Lossy Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Medium Access Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF</td>
<td>Objective Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDC</td>
<td>Radio Duty Cycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPL</td>
<td>Routing Protocol for LLN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Transmission Control Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSN</td>
<td>Wireless Sensor Network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Introduction

1 INTRODUCTION

The use of low-power wireless devices is becoming part of our daily life. It has many application areas like industrial automation, home automation, security, and the smart grid.

The devices in sensor network are resource constrained because they are small, low power, and low cost. Since sensor nodes run on battery, which cannot be recharged, consequently it is vital that it runs very efficiently in terms of computation and communication. Computation activities, compared to communication are less power consuming. It is the communication activities of transmitting and receiving which take up most of the energy \[1\] \[2\]. Therefore it is essential to evaluate the resource consumption and efficiency of the routing protocol in these devices. The scarce resources also make them use short-range radios, which are vulnerable to interference with other devices in the vicinity. These networks are also termed as Low Power and Lossy Networks (LLNs).

The devices in LLN are interconnected by a variety of links for instance Bluetooth, IEEE 802.15.4, Low Power Wi-Fi, or low power PLC (Power line communication). The nature of LLN is lossy because an increasing number of wireless devices like cordless phones. Microwave, Wi-Fi etc are deployed using the same spread spectrum bands (900MHz, 2.4GHz, and 5GHz bands), which interfere with the tiny motes in the vicinity. The physical obstacles between a sender and a receiver also disturb the devices in LLN or smart objects. Apart from this, wireless links have the problem of multipath fading, shading and hidden nodes etc. The more devices operate simultaneously within a small distance of each other the more degraded is the performance \[3\]. A lossy link is not just a link with high bit error rates but packet drops on lossy links are extremely frequent and the links may become unusable for quite some time due to interference \[2\].

To make use of the scarce resources in LLN efficient, resource-consuming activities need to be regularized. The most energy consuming part in LLN is the transceiver.
Since a node in an LLN not only forwards its own packet towards the destination (sink for example) but also routes the packets of the other nodes in the network, therefore routing is of great concern in wasting the resources in these devices. An LLN contains several alternative paths towards a single destination but with different link qualities and reliabilities. It becomes the prominent liability of the routing protocol to make intelligent decisions in making the routes from a source to a destination. The poor path selection causes the scarce resources to drain out quickly.

There are several application areas like industrial and home automation, urban and commercial buildings [4–6] which require data collection from different nodes in the network therefore the study focuses on Multipoint-to-point (M₂P) network scenarios.

1.1 Problem Statement

Routing is a crucial factor influencing connectivity and performance of information exchange. The general performance of Low Power and Lossy Network (LLN) is highly dependent on the choice of routing protocol and quality of its implementation. Since LLNs are very resource constrained therefore Control Traffic, Convergence Time, Energy consumption, Latency and Packet delivery ratio (PDR) play a vital role in performance of the routing protocol. Routing Protocol for Low Power and Lossy Network (RPL) need to be optimized for different sensornet applications to gain optimized performance and utilize the constrained resources more efficiently because each packet sent consumes resources worth noticing for a LLN network.

1.2 Aims and Objectives

The overall aim of this thesis is to evaluate the performance of Routing Protocol for Low Power and Lossy Network (RPL) with respect to different performance metrics. The goal is to observe differences in behaviors and determining what causes they are resulting from. Detailed experimental outcomes and diagrams are meant to help account the alterations of network performance, as effects of tweaking different parameters related to RPL.

- Investigate the behavior of RPL over duty-cycled networks.

• Evaluating the performance of the two implemented Objective Functions (OF) in Contiki (Sensornet OS).

• Find the impact of RPL and Contiki Parameters namely DIO Minimum Interval, DIO Doublings, Duty cycling, Frequency of application messages on the standard performance metrics of interest.

The objectives of this thesis are:

• Carry out background study and literature review about the RPL protocol, Routing metrics and Objective functions.

• Analyze the behavior of RPL over duty cycled networks in COOJA simulator.

• Study various relevant IETF ROLL (routing over LLN) internet-drafts (RPL-19. Objective function, routing metrics. Trickle timer) and research articles.

1.3 Thesis Structure

In the next chapter we describe the background of the field necessary to understand the concepts and terms in this study. The related work about the problem is summarized in chapter 3 and the research questions in chapter 4. In chapter 5 we present our methodology we adopted for this research to answer the research questions. The development section of the thesis starts in chapter 6 where we carry out the detail simulations and analysis. We present the results and outcomes from the simulations in the next chapter 7. The discussion of the research is given in chapter 8. Finally in chapter 9 we present the conclusion of the research and future research work generated from this study.
CHAPTER
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Background

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Wireless Sensor Network

A wireless sensor network also called Low power and lossy network (LLN) is a class of networks consisting of devices with a communications infrastructure intended to monitor physical or environmental conditions at diverse locations. Commonly monitored parameters are temperature, humidity, pressure, power-line voltage, and vital body functions etc. The devices in a sensor network called sensor nodes are equipped with a transducer, microcomputer, transceiver and power source. The transducer generates electrical signals based on sensed physical effects and phenomena. The microcomputer processes and stores the sensor output. The transceiver transmits and receives radio signals, and power source provides electricity to these devices. The size of these devices is usually very small and powered by either battery, energy scavenging like solar cells or mains powered. The size factor of the devices also makes them resource constraint and therefore they need a very sensible use of the resources. LLNs are aimed for low traffic applications. Low traffic is very common for smart home applications, ubiquitous computing where a very long life is required.

A wireless sensor network can support three types of traffic: Point-to-Point (between devices inside the LLN), Point-to-Multipoint (between the central device and other devices inside LLN), and Multipoint-to-Point (between the devices inside the LLN to a central device). Since the devices have limited range of transmission, therefore Routing is required in these devices to reach each other. Routing is responsible for managing the routes among sensor nodes and forwarding the packets on the most efficient route discovered. To send or receive these packets the nodes use the transceiver part which is a short range radio.

The radio medium used by LLN devices is of short range and also very susceptible to bit errors. The lossy nature of LLN has a strong impact on the routing protocol design. Since the link failures are frequent and usually transient, therefore the
routing protocol should not overreact in an attempt to converge the network as a result of temporary failures [7].

Due to these reasons, one of the challenging issues in wireless sensor networks is finding the best routes for the delivery of data, which implies a very efficient routing mechanism for finding and keeping the routes in the network. The routing mechanism is subjected to both the resource constraint nature of sensor nodes and lossy nature of the radio medium in LLN.

2.2 Contiki, A Sensornet Operating System

Contiki is a wireless sensor network operating system and consists of the kernel, libraries, the program loader, and a set of processes [8]. It is used in networked embedded systems and smart objects.

Contiki provides mechanisms that assist in programming the smart object applications. It provides libraries for memory allocation, linked list manipulation and communication abstractions. It is the first operating system that provided IP communication. It is developed in C, all its applications are also developed in C programming language, and therefore it is highly portable to different architectures like Texas Instruments MSP430.

Contiki is an event-driven system in which processes are implemented as event handlers that run to completion. A Contiki system is partitioned into two parts: the core and the loaded programs. The core consists of the Contiki kernel, the program loader, the language run-time, and a communication stack with device drivers for the communication hardware [8].

The Program loader loads the programs into the memory and it can either obtain it from a host using communication stack or can obtain from the attached storage device such as EEPROM.

The Contiki operating system provides modules for different tasks (layers). It provides the routing modules in a separate directory “contiki/core/net/rpl” and consists of a number of files. These files are separated logically based on the functionalities they provide for instance rpl-dag.c contains the functionality for Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) formation, rpl-icmp6.c provides functionality for packaging ICMP messages etc.

In this study most of the work is related to these files of the Contiki operating system.
2.3 Cooja Simulator

Cooja is a Java-based simulator designed for simulating sensor networks running the Contiki sensor network operating system [9]. The simulator is implemented in Java but allows sensor node software to be written in C.

One of the differentiating features is that Cooja allows for simultaneous simulations at three different levels: Network Level, Operating System Level and Machine code instruction level [9]. Cooja can also run Contiki programs either compiled natively on the host CPU or compiled for MSP430 emulator.

In Cooja all the interactions with the simulated nodes are performed via plugins like Simulation Visualizer, Timeline, and Radio logger. It stores the simulation in an xml file with extension 'csc' (Cooja simulation configuration). This file contains information about the simulation environment, plugins, the nodes and its positions, random seed and radio medium etc.

Cooja Simulator runs the Contiki applications whose files are placed in another directory and may also contain a “project-conf.h” file which provides the ability to change RPL parameters in one place.

2.4 Protocol Stack

Traditional TCP/IP implementations need too many resources both in terms of code size and memory usage which is not useful for smart objects with limited resources [10]. The WSN TCP/IP stack is designed to have only the absolute minimal set of features of a full TCP/IP stack. The WSN protocol stack has four layered architecture as shown in Figure 3.1. These layers are explained below and excerpted from [2].

![Fig. 2.1: Contiki Protocol Stack](9)
1. Physical and MAC Layer

This layer defines the physical characteristics of the network such as frequency, timing and voltage etc. The physical layer use different communication mechanism like IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.15.4 and Power Line Communication (PLC) etc but here we will explain only 802.15.4 as it is used on low power and lossy networks and related to this study. IEEE 802.15.4 is a relatively short range transmission mechanism whose range is only a few meters and is a standard radio technology for low power networks [2].

IEEE 802.15.4 uses three different frequency ranges because of different regulations in different parts of the world. For United States it uses 902-928 MHz, for Europe it uses 868-868.8 MHz and for the rest of the world it uses 2400-2448.3 MHz. The rates vary from 20 to 250kbit/s depending on the frequency.

The IEEE 802.11.4 standard also specifies MAC layer. IEEE 802.11.4 supports two MAC addressing formats: long (64 bit) and short (16 bit). IEEE 802.11.4 uses two types of modulation: binary phase shift keying (BPSK) and quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK). The maximum frame size is 128 bytes including the (1 Byte) MAC header [11].

2. Network Layer

This layer provides routing decision and forwards packets from node to node. On network level of the protocol stack is RPL protocol used for routing and forwarding of packets. The RPL protocol make use of control packets (DIO, DIS, DAO) for building a tree like topology and maintaining routes. The control packets also carry information about different parameters of the network.

This layer forwards a packet if the destination address does not match any of node's unicast or multicast addresses. The layer will forward the packet to another node either because the packet is destined for it or that node has a route to the destination.

IPv6 is better suited to the needs of WSN than IPv4. IPv6 require some adaptation to better support operation in WSN, which can be easily found in IPv6’s support for a simple header options. The structure of IPv6 addresses is also more amenable to cross-layer compression. The inclusion of necessary functionality required for sensor network nodes like DHCP, packet forwarding, auto configuration and routing have been incorporated in IPv6 [12], [13].

3. Transport Layer

This layer has two protocols UDP and TCP. This layer first recalculates the checksum to make sure that the packet is valid and then using its port number
delivers the packet to the application. In case of TCP this layer also check its port number against list of active connections before passing it to the application. If a connection does not exists it then checks the list of listening TCP ports provided the packet has TCP SYN flag set. It will then create a new entry in the list of active TCP connections and deliver the packet to the application.

4. Application Layer
This layer provides the API for applications to use the services offered by the lower layers. This layer has the applications like http, telnet etc.

2.5 Duty Cycling

Duty Cycling is the technique of keeping the radio off as much as possible and switch it on only when needed. The WSN devices are small and operate with very small batteries that provide power for only a very limited time. However, duty cycling can significantly reduce Energy Consumption. Now-a-days a duty cycling protocols of less than 1% duty cycling is being proposed [14–16].

Idle listening refers to the process of keeping the radio on and listens to idle channel, and waiting for a potential packet to arrive. But idle listening is very expensive in terms of energy and consumes at least as much energy as while receiving [1].

There are two techniques of duty cycling, sampled listening and scheduling [12], [17]. In sampled listening the channel is monitored periodically to determine if a frame is being transmitted by its neighbor node. A node keeps on transmitting the frame in order to lengthen the transmission time to be as long as the receiver's sample period.

![Fig. 2.2: Sampled Listening](image)

For instance ContikiMAC uses sampled listening as shown in Figure 3.2, node 3 wants to send a packet to node 2. Node 3 keeps on sending this frame continuously (depending on the frame size and duty cycling interval) until node 2 awakes and receives the frame.
In sampled listening the nodes do not need to keep state information to communicate. While in scheduling the nodes keep state information about the schedules of the neighbor nodes. The sending node knows from this information when the receiver’s node is listening. Scheduling eliminates the need for sending the frame several times but at the cost of maintaining state information.

2.6 Overview of RPL

A routing protocol is responsible for forwarding the packets from other nodes and making intelligent routing decisions. There are two types of routing protocols in WSN: Reactive and Proactive [18]. The reactive protocols provide routes when needed. Therefore it decides if a route is needed from the mobility of data by flooding its query in the network. These types of protocols (AODV [19], DSR, and TORA [20]) confine Control Traffic and transmit it when required by the path of data transfer. However this increases the time required for finding the routes when needed by the data. Whereas the proactive routing protocols provide the routes before it is actually needed by any data or node. Therefore these protocols periodically exchanges control messages to find and propagate the routes in the network as soon as they start. Nodes send both local control messages to share local neighborhood information; and messages across the entire network for sharing the topology related information among all the nodes in the network.

Routing protocol for low power and lossy networks (RPL) is IPv6 routing protocol for low power and lossy networks designed by IETF routing over low power and lossy network (ROLL) group [7] as a proposed standard. RPL is distance vector protocol because linked state protocols require a significant amount of memory (links state database, LSDB) which is not suitable for the resource constrained LLNs. RPL is a proactive routing protocols and start finding the routes as soon as the RPL network is initialized.

RPL forms a tree like topology also called DAG. Each node in a RPL network has a preferred parent which acts like a gateway for that node. If a node does not have an entry in its routing table for a packet, the node simply forwards it to its preferred parent and so on until it either reaches the destination or a common parent which forwards it down the tree towards the destination. The nodes in a RPL network have routes for all the nodes down the tree. It means the nodes nearer to the root node have larger routing tables. Route aggregation is not recommended because of several problems in LLN like mobility of nodes and more losses in the radio medium.
Path selection is an important factor for RPL and unlike traditional networks routing protocols, RPL uses more factors while computing best paths for example routing metrics, objective functions and routing constraints. These factors are described in detail in the following sections.

RPL uses TCP/IP for communication as it is has become a global standard after the success of internet. IP is used in LLN to provide end to end connectivity. It also solves the problem of interoperability between these devices from different vendors [21], [22]. It also facilitates the development of applications and integrations in terms of data collection and configuration [23]. Experience has shown that IP is both lightweight enough to run on even severely resource constrained systems [13].

In the following sections we describe RPL topology, routing mechanism, RPL control messages, routing metrics, constraints, Objective functions, Trickle timer and finally an example about RPL working.

### 2.6.1 Topology Formation

LLNs do not typically have predefined topologies, for example those imposed by point to point wires, so RPL has to discover links to form a topology first.

![RPL Network Topology](Image)

**Figure 2.3: RPL Network Topology**

RPL creates a tree like topology with a root at the top and leaves at the edges as shown in Figure 2.3. In contrast to tree topology, RPL offers redundant links which is a MUST requirement in LLN [7], so actually violating the actual tree topology. RPL uses "up" and "down" direction’s terminology regarding the movement of traffic. The up is from the leaves to the root and down from the root to the leaves. A typical RPL topology is shown in figure 2.3.

### 2.6.2 Routing in RPL

RPL is a distance vector protocol and the operation of the protocol can be divided into two main phases.
1. Routing upward
2. Routing downward

The topology information is maintained in Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG). The DODAG contains the paths from the leaves to the root. The root, which is also called an LLN border router (LBR), may be connected to a non-LLN network, such as a private network; in which case the DODAG is considered to be grounded.

1. Routing Upward

In order to route the traffic upward, RPL only need the information in the DODAG. The DODAG tells who the preferred parent of the node is. So when a node wants to send a packet to the root, it simply sends the packet to its preferred parent in the tree, and the preferred parent then sends the packet to his preferred parent and so on until the packet reaches the root.

The rank is used to determine the relative position of a node in the DODAG and is used for loop avoidance as well. The rank is computed according to the OF. The rank is a 16bit monotonic scalar and is always higher than the rank of any of the parents.

The RPL protocol populates DODAG with the parent information. The DODAG uses control packets called DODAG Information Object (DIO) and DODAG Information Solicitation (DIS) to convey the DODAG information.

The formation of the DODAG is governed by the following rules [2].
1. The path metrics.
2. The Objective Function (OF)
3. The policies of the node.
4. Rules used for loop avoidance which is based on DODAG ranks.

A RPL instance identified by RPLinstanceID may contain several DODAGs identified by DODAGID. Different DODAGs are necessary for steering different types of network traffic [2]. Each DODAG has its own OF, metrics and sink. The DODAG uses DODAGSequenceNumber to show the freshness of the information.

A DODAG is uniquely identified by the combination of RPLinstanceID and DODAGID. While a DODAG iteration is identified by the tuple RPLinstanceID, DODAGID and DODAGSequenceNumber.

The DODAG building process is explained in the following steps.

Step 1: The network administrator configures (at application level) one or more nodes as a DODAG root (node 1 in Figure 2.3). The DODAG roots starts sending
Chapter 2: Background

the link local multicast DIO messages. A node may also solicit for DIO from the root in the mean time using DIS, in which case the DODAG root will send the DIO immediately.

Step 2: The nodes nearby (node 2, 3 in Figure 2.3) will receive the DIO from the root and will process it as it is from a lower rank node and will select root as their parent.

Step 3. These nodes will now send link local multicast DIOs and the other nodes (e.g. nodes 4,5,6,7 in Figure 2.3) receiving the DIO may select them as parent. If a node receives DIOs from two or more parents, it will decide based on the OF (e.g. optimize path ETX, or prune battery operated nodes etc). This process will continue until all the nodes join the DODAG.

2. Routing Downward

RPL uses DAO messages to maintain the routing table in support of downward traffic. Although the term refers to "downward" direction but the DAOs are always sent upward. This makes RPL a hierarchical network in terms of control messages flow. The DAOs can only be sent after the topology formation (or DODAG creation) by the exchange of DIOs control messages.

The IP architecture proposed by IETF ROLL separates the forwarding task from routing. The task of the forwarder is to receive datagrams and forward it to the suitable interface based on the routing table. The router is responsible for populating and maintaining routing table.

2.6.3 RPL Messages

RPL uses three types of control messages for creating and maintaining RPL topology and routing table.

These messages are: DODAG Information Object (DIO), DODAG Information Solicitation (DIS) and DODAG Destination Advertisement Object (DAO).

1. DODAG Information Object (DIO)

DIO messages are used by RPL to form, maintain and discover the DODAG. When a RPL network starts, the nodes start exchanging the information about the DODAG using DIO messages which contains information about the DODAG configuration and help the nodes to join the DODAG and select parents.

2 DODAG Information Solicitations (DIS)
The DIS is used by any node to explicitly solicit the DIO messages from the neighbor nodes. It is triggered by the node in case when it could not receive a DIO after a predefined time interval.

3. DODAG Destination Advertisement Object (DAO)

The DAO messages are used by RPL to propagate a node prefix to the ancestor nodes in support of downward traffic.

2.6.4 Routing metrics

A routing metric is a quantitative value used to find the cost of a path and helps in making the routing decision in case there are different routes available. In LLN a metric is a scalar used to find the best path according to the objective function.

Routing metrics are a critical component to the routing strategy. Most of the IP routing protocols such as OSPF and IS-IS used in traditional network use static metrics (interface bandwidth) or some static value based on interface speed for instance. But LLN has a wide variety applications and constraints which strongly appeal for dynamic metrics.

To better understand the need of dynamic metrics and difference between a metric and constraint for LLN, let's consider the following examples.

1. An application requires a quick delivery of packets using a short path and therefore the goal will be to use ETX metric for routing.

2. An application may require encrypted communication and therefore the goal will be to avoid non-encrypted links in the path.

3. A node may be energy constrained and the objective will be to minimize Energy Consumption by using as many mains connected nodes along the path as possible.

In the first example the ETX is a routing metric. In the second example in which the goal is to avoid non-encrypted links; can be considered as a constraint which is explained next. In the third example energy can be either a constraint in which case the path will not contain any battery operated node or it can be a metric in which case the path may contain the minimum number of battery operated nodes as compared to the alternate paths.

Unlike traditional networks LLN also use node metric apart from link metrics. Therefore the metrics can be categorized as node metric and link metrics as stated below [24].
**Node metrics:** Node State Attribute (NSA), Node Energy, Hop count

**Link metrics:** Throughput, Latency, Link Quality Level, ETX, Link Color

ContikiRPL implements two routing metrics, hop count and ETX.

**Hop Count:** This metric counts the number of hops from the source to the destination. A hop count of 3 means there are 3 intermediate links between the source and destination.

**Expected Transmission Count (ETX):** ETX of a link is the expected number of transmissions required to send a packet over that link. The path ETX is the sum of the ETX of all the links along the path. The ETX of a path with 3 links of 100% delivery ratio is 3, whereas the ETX of a path with 2 links of 50% delivery ratio is 4.

Since low power networks have vastly varying requirements and characteristics like lossy links, resources constraints, mobility, a vast variety of applications, therefore RPL does not define any specific metrics or forwarding polices [7] and these are described in other IETF Drafts.

### 2.6.5 Routing Constraint

A constraint is used to either include or exclude links from the routing path that do not meet the criteria specified in the objective function.

### 2.6.6 Objective Function

An objective function (OF) defines how a RPL node selects and optimizes routes within a RPL instance based on the information objects available.

Consider a physical network made of several links with different qualities such as throughput, Latency and nodes with different qualities such as battery operated, mains-powered. If the network carries different types of traffic it might be useful to carry the traffic based on different OFs which are optimizing different metrics or fulfilling constraints. Thus the OF is used to steer the traffic to different paths according to the requirements. These requirements are actually encoded in a programming logic what we call OF and used by RPL during routing operations which is explained next.

ContikiRPL implements two OFs i.e. OF0 and ETX. OF0 uses hop count as routing metric where as ETX uses ETX metric as a routing metric for selecting the best path.
This separation of OFs from the core protocol specification allows RPL to be adopted to meet the different optimization criteria required for a wide range of deployments, applications and network designs [7].

2.6.7 Trickle Timer

To save energy the DIOs are sent periodically controlled by the trickle timer whose duration is doubled each time it is fired. The smallest possible interval between two DIOs is equal to DIO Minimum Interval which keeps on increasing (doubling) until it reaches the maximum value determined by DIO Interval Doublings.

There are three configurable parameters in the Trickle Timer: Imin, Imax and redundancy constant k [25] and explained below.

1. Imin

This parameter gives the minimum amount of time between two DIOs. DIOs are transmitted periodically to reduce the redundant Control Traffic and use the limited resources more optimally. The transmission of DIO is controlled by a timer called trickle timer whose minimum value is Imin and maximum value is Imax. The value of trickle timer starts from the lowest possible value Imin and is doubled each time it is transmitted until it reaches its maximum possible value of Imax.

The value of Imin is determined by the RPL parameter DIO Minimum Interval (In Contiki: RPL_DIO_INTERVAL_MIN) and computed as:

\[ I_{\text{min}} = 2^{RPL\_DIO\_INTERVAL\_MIN} \]

So if \( RPL\_DIO\_INTERVAL\_MIN = 12 \) then \( I_{\text{min}} = 2^{12} = 4096 \text{ ms} = 4 \text{ s} \). This is the smallest interval between two DIOs provided \( RPL\_DIO\_INTERVAL\_MIN \) equals 12.

2. Imax

This parameter is used to limit the number of times the Imin can be doubled. The value of Imax is determined by the RPL parameter DIO Interval Doublings (In Contiki: RPL_DIO_INTERVAL_DOUBLINGS) and computed as:

\[ I_{\text{max}} = I_{\text{min}} \times 2^{RPL\_DIO\_INTERVAL\_DOUBLINGS} \]…………..(3.a)

So if \( RPL\_DIO\_INTERVAL\_DOUBLINGS = 8 \) and \( I_{\text{min}} \) is 4096 then \( I_{\text{max}} = 4096 \times 2^{8} = 1048576 \text{ ms} = 17.5 \text{ min} \).

This is the maximum time between two successive DIOs required under a steady network condition.
3. Redundancy constant \((k)\)

It is a natural number greater than 0 and is used to suppress the DIO transmission.

2.6.8 How ContikiRPL Works

A typical ContikiRPL network in Cooja simulator is shown in Figure 3.3. The root node or LLN Border Router (LBR) located at the top of the topology tree has a node id 1. When the RPL network starts, the root of the DAG starts sending out the DIO messages to let the neighbors know the parameters of the network like DAG-ID, OF, routing metric, rank etc as shown in Figure 2.4. The LBR is set by the administrator in advance as a root and has rank equal to 1.

![Fig. 2.4: DIO sent by root after RPL starts](image)

Once the nearby (child) node (for instance node 2 in Figure 2.3) receives a DIO, it calculates its rank based on the parent rank and its cost of reaching the parent node. The node follows a set of rules for parent selection (as explained in the previous section like OF, metrics). Any node with a lower rank is considered as a candidate parent and is added to candidate parent list by RPL.

When the node joins the DAG after the reception of DIO it sends out all the information like DAG-ID, OF, routing metric, rank etc so that other nodes (say node 4 in Figure 3.3) will receive it in turn and will join the DAG after calculating its rank. This process continues down until the farthest node in the topology tree joins the DAG. If a node does not receive a DIO for more than an interval of 5 seconds it sends a DIS message and nodes receiving DIS will send DIO promptly.

Once the node selects its parents and hence form the topology for upward traffic it then starts sending DAO (to its parent) to advertise its prefix. The node (parent) that receives DAO updates its routing table hence enabling downward traffic.
3 RELATED WORK

Routing in LLN is challenging not only because of lossy nature of the radio medium and the constrained resources of the sensor nodes but also due to the various routing requirements and high flexibility of the RPL configurations. A variety of RPL metrics were used in the previous studies to evaluate its performance in various network scenarios and it has been observed that a number of optimizations can be added to a RPL network.

One of the important tasks of a routing protocol is to find the shortest possible path to destinations and saving it in its routing table. The routing table size is usually measured in number of routing entries instead of Kbytes. RPL can work in both storing and non-storing mode and this enables very resource constrained nodes (with no memory for routing table) to join a RPL network [2]. In non-storing mode a node is not required to store the routing entries in its routing table and source routing is used to carry the routing information along the path. The routing information is contained in the source routing header which is limited to 136 Bytes and so a maximum of 8 hops from source to destination is possible [26]. However 64 hops are possible in source routing header if address compression is used [27]. The size of the source routing header increases linearly with increasing length of the source route in both cases of either using or not using address compression [28]. A RPL node stores the routes to all the routes downward in the tree and the size of the routing table can use more memory in large networks assuming storing mode. However these path entries depends on the OF in use because each use different strategies and metrics to find the best path. In a sample network of 86 nodes 90% of the nodes will store only 21 routing entries and it reflects the best path selection by OF ETX [29].

In storing mode RPL computed paths are not very close to the hypothetical ideal paths in some scenarios where the sink is situated at one end of the network [29]. Comparing the paths along the DAG to the shortest possible paths, RPL computed paths along the DAG is longer which increase packet loss and delay [30]. In a network containing 100 to 1000 nodes the average number of hops selected by
RPL per node is between 2 to 10 to the sink using hop count routing metric and grows logarithmically with the number of routes in the network [28].

Control Packet Overhead is an important characteristic of a routing protocol and directly relates to Energy Consumption. To control the generation of redundant control packets and utilize the scarce resources of LLN more efficiently RPL make use of Trickle Timer [25] which periodically transmits Control Traffic. When a RPL network starts the transmission of control packets is more but it starts dropping as soon as the network stabilizes [29], [31]. A RPL implementation in Omnet++ provides negligible Control Traffic overhead compared to data traffic in a loss free environment [29]. However some results [31] show that RPL Control Traffic overhead oscillates around 25% of the overall traffic with a small packet error rate (0.01) in a steady network of 20 nodes and the situation becomes more worse in a larger network of 100 nodes and the overhead raises between 30 to 75% of the overall traffic. The main reason of this large overhead is support of downward routing using DAOs because DIOs are transmitted locally whereas DAOs are transmitted up to the sink [31]. The Control Traffic overhead does not depend on data traffic however and it is two orders of magnitude higher than the other contemporary routing protocols for instance LOAD (A derivative of Ad-hoc on Demand Distance Vector Routing, AODV) [28].

The throughput (amount of data received at sink) of a RPL network fluctuates and depends on several aspects including the size of the network for instance a network of 20 and 100 nodes provides a throughput of about 50 Bytes and 200Bytes respectively. In case of individual nodes throughput the nodes closer to sink receive more data than the nodes closer to the leaves because the nodes in a RPL network not only forwards its own data but also support other nodes to reach their data to the sink [29]. RPL provides nearly 100% packet delivery ratio unless there is radio collision or packet loss [28].

The RPL fast Convergence Time is realized in many studies and is between 7 to 30 second in a network of 100 to 1000 nodes and it increase with the number routes in the network [28].

The article [32] presents a survey on routing protocols in wireless sensor networks. These protocols are divided into 3 categories namely data-centric, hierarchical and location-based. Data-centric based protocols name the data and query the nodes based on attributes of the data. This paradigm enables to avoid the overhead of forming clusters but these attribute based naming might not be useful for complex queries. Hierarchical protocols use data aggregation and fusion in order to decrease the number of transmitted messages to the sink. These protocols form clusters of the sensor nodes based on the received signal strength and use the
cluster head for routing to the sink node and therefore provide greater scalability. The location based protocols use the location information and topological deployment of sensor nodes in support of energy efficient routing. Further this article has classified several routing protocols into the proposed categories.

The packet delivery ratio can be used as a metric for selecting best paths by a routing protocol. There are three methods for calculating the packet delivery ratio in WSN [33]. In the first method a number of hello messages are sent to a sink and the number of successfully received packets is count at the sink. This method is accurate but consumes more energy. In the second method takes into account the PDR history and therefore energy efficient but lacks high accuracy. A third method of taking the advantage of the received signal strength and Exponential Weighted Moving Average into account computes path by 25% more accurate than the previous ones [33].

There are several application areas of LLN, which require both low and high data transfer rates and some techniques like burst forwarding, which groups multiple data packets, store them on flash memory and forwards them to the next hop [34]. This technique improves throughput and uses scarce resources of LLN for example energy more efficiently.

All the studies stated above lacks the evaluation of RPL with respect to tweaking its own parameters for instance DIO interval, Duty Cycling interval, etc which plays a vital role in network convergence, Control Traffic overhead, and Energy Consumption.
4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

4.1 Research Questions

We have formulated the following main research question for this study.

*RQ.* How does the performance of a RPL network vary with respect to different parameters?

To answer this question we need to first define the metrics for network performance and secondly find the parameters that affect RPL performance.

We evaluate RPL performance in terms of five metrics: energy, Latency, Packet Delivery Ratio, Control Traffic and network Convergence Time. Since RPL uses objective functions to select the best path therefore we need to evaluate first the two objective functions i.e. OF0 and ETX. This evaluation will enable us to evaluate the performance of RPL for the specified metrics with preferred OF.

Next we define the parameters of RPL more influential on its performance. We use a systematic approach to evaluate the impact of each parameter on performance metrics.

Consequently we shape the above general research question into the following more specific research questions.

*RQ1.* What is the performance comparison of OF0 and ETX?

*RQ2.* What is the impact of different RPL parameters on its performance with respect to Energy, Latency, Packet Delivery Ratio, Convergence Time and Control Traffic?
4.2 Motivation

The RPL is a new protocol just standardized by the IETF and under implementation stages. Its evaluation is useful to get insight and discover weaknesses in to the protocol and possibly to improve them in the future work.

The specification of the protocol [7], [24], [25], [35] lacks the exact details of any implementation therefore implementation may exhibit a bad performance if not implemented carefully [36]. Due to these reasons evaluation is extremely necessary to find out the pros and cons of the protocol design and implementations.

Since link layer technologies (IEEE 802.11, 802.15.4 etc) vary in their properties the RPL protocol needs to be configured and optimized for each. It is important to evaluate the implementations of RPL for different link layer technologies and different environmental conditions (losses, interference, energy etc). This point also leads to a research question of what will happen if sensor nodes have different OS with different implementations of RPL. An agreed up on set of parameters optimized for the specific network will be required to address the issue.

Some studies [29], [31] have evaluated RPL for point-to-point and multipoint traffic and different level of losses. An evaluation of Path ETX, Routing Table size, control overhead and loss of connectivity have been performed. Traffic of only 20% has been destined for sink which cannot justify for RPL performance for upwards traffic which is the focus of our study. Most of the applications in a WSN required the flow of data from sensor nodes towards a sink therefore upward traffic efficiency is very important for LLN. Furthermore a number of architecture oriented metrics like routing table size has been considered during the study however it lacks the performance mainly focused on the network traffic.

The article [28] presents a comparison of RPL and LOAD (derivative of Ad-hoc on Demand Distance Vector Routing, AODV) protocols with respect to different network sizes. The article presents ns-2 simulation based results for standard evaluation metrics like average rank of routers, Network Convergence Time, Path Length etc. However RPL has evaluated in non-storing mode and without losses in the radio medium using 802.11b radio interface and therefore lacks simulating the real sensor network. This article also lacks the evaluation with respect to Energy Consumption because it could not be quantified using simulated nodes. However we are using a novel technique of software based online energy estimation for the sensor nodes called Powertrace [17], [37].

The LLN has several application areas that require both low data rate traffic and high throughput data transfers [34]. It is important to evaluate the RPL performance for
application messages. The design of the protocol is influenced by many challenging factors like Energy Consumption, network topology, network size, fault tolerance, and Latency etc. It is of great importance to evaluate RPL performance for these factors in order to effectively suggest its performance for specific area and use cases.
5  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

We have carried out the research in a systematic way, in order to ensure its repeatability and validity. We have done the research in three main phases. In the first phase we have carried out a background study and literature review of the state of the art protocols and operating system for LLN. We also studied the different techniques available in Cooja simulator to analyze the results from simulation and the influential reasons. In the second phase we performed several simulations as the study is empirical. We have studied the impact of several parameters on RPL performance. We determined the critical metrics necessary for the performance evaluation of the routing protocol. This phase also include the selection of simulation tools followed by reporting and documenting process. We chose simulation for this study because it provides full control over all network parameters and full visibility into the network. In the third phase we analyzed the outcome of the results and present the conclusion. These phases are explained in their respective sections.

5.1  Literature Review

A literature review is a means of evaluating and interpreting all available research relevant to a particular research question, or area. Its main aim is to present a fair evaluation of the research area of interest by conducting a rigorous and auditable methodology [38].

The main purpose of my literature review is to find the relevant literature about ContikiRPL for the purpose of background study, summarize the existing work and identify the gap in the current research. We searched the online research databases like IEEEXplore, ACM, Scopus, and Google Scholar. We present detailed Literature review in Chapter 3.
5.2 Evaluation Modeling

After the initial phase of the background study and literature review we found that RPL has been designed with a great deal of flexibility because of the vast number of applications. It supports a variety of metrics based on several OFs. It is necessary to evaluate OFs first and after that to evaluate RPL performance in terms of performance metrics for one preferred OF. To limit the scope of this study we left the evaluation of RPL with other OFs as a future work.

After the initial phase a set of research questions was formulated as stated in section 1.3. As a result we need experimentation in order to find suitable answers to the research questions and addressing the research issues. For the purpose of evaluating the network performance, we modeled a simulated functioning network suitable enough for the observations of the performance metrics.

We use simulations for this study firstly because it provides finer control on the rate of losses and other parameters. Secondly this study comprises extensive iterations of the simulations for several parameters; therefore simulation is more suited for repeatability of the simulations than test beds. For the sake of simulations we choose Cooja simulator which is the most widely used and the only available simulator for the Contiki Operating System.

5.3 Result Analysis

We performed the analysis based on experimental results from simulation and the literature review. The literature review provides an insight into the previous studies and also helps us find the influential RPL parameters. The objective of analysis is to observe the impact of different RPL parameters on its performance with respect to metrics like Latency, Energy Consumption etc and to observe differences in behaviors and determining what causes they are resulting from.

5.4 Validity Threats

Validity states that how much the research study and investigations are scientifically correct and insure that all research produce valid conclusions. Its primary purpose is to eliminate the more confounding variables to increase the accuracy and usefulness of findings. There are four types of validity and its associated threats which may introduce a variety of extraneous factors which causes intervention on the experiment and thus deteriorating the accuracy of the results.
i. Internal Validity

Internal validity ensures that the independent variable was directly responsible for the effect on the dependent variable. Internal validity is thus controlling the internal parameters in the experiment for having any effect on the results.

To overcome internal validity threats we studied the core concepts in the experimental designs, in depth study of the simulation tools, the start of the art research articles to see the factors that can influence our performance metrics in the experiment. It is also one of the reasons that we use Simulation which provides strong experimental control and as a result increases the overall internal validity.

ii. External Validity

External validity refers to the extent to which the results can be generalized beyond the study sample to other populations across time or other conditions, settings and circumstances. The external validity threats include experimental arrangements, environmental conditions, test sensitization and timing of measurement. Since WSN uses low power radio, external factors like Wi-Fi interference can cause more losses in the network than expected.

To overcome this validity threat we use simulation in Cooja which provides accurate measurement and interference from other radio is avoided in a simulation environment. The simulation environment is usually ideal and provides better results than the unexpected environmental effects (novelty effects) but to simulate the network correctly and provide a valid evaluation of the protocol the external unexpected interferences are required to be omitted. Thus we limit the radio interference and collisions among and from the sensor nodes itself in the experiment. Also we administer one independent variable at a time in every experiment to eliminate the effect of one independent variable on the other (problem of multi-treatment interference).

The Simulation of lossy medium is emulated by using the Cooja feature Unit Disk Graph Model (UDGM) and may not simulate the precisely the real network lossyness. However the simulation confirms the functionality and behavior of the routing protocol.

The devices in a wireless network can be mobile or fixed depending on the applications and deployment. This study is valid for sensor network with fixed nodes only. Mobility in nodes may give different results because mobility needs re-routing of packets. To address this issue we limit the study to upward traffic. The upward traffic is used mostly in static environments of a sensor network.
iii. Construct Validity

Construct validity refers to the adequate definitions and measure of variables to accurately model the hypothesis. It ensures that the theory supported by the findings adequately provides the best explanation of the results.

To overcome this validity threats we clearly define our independent and dependent variables in the relevant sections to improve construct validity [41].

The IETF drafts used during this study is continuously in progress. The IETF drafts are the documents valid for six months, therefore they are upgrading continuously. The description and functioning of different protocols, objective functions, metrics and other terminology may not conform to the older drafts. We have used the latest drafts available and the study is valid for the drafts mentioned in the reference section.

iv. Statistical Validity

Statistical validity refers to the statistical accuracy of the results drawn from the study. It asks the question if the results drawn are reasonable. Statistical validity threat may arise from variability in methodological procedures, low statistical power, and multiple error rates. We study different statistical methods in detail to decrease the validity threat.
6 EVALUATION

In this section we first evaluate OF0 and ETX in terms of performance metrics of interest. Later we configure a number of RPL parameters (DIO Minimum Interval and Doublings, Duty cycling interval, Frequency of application messages) to observe their cause and effect on performance metrics of interest.

A number of protocol parameters influence the efficiency of RPL; the four significant among them are DIO minimum interval, DIO Doublings, Radio Duty Cycling interval and Frequency of application messages. To observe the effect of these parameters on ContikiRPL performance we use five performance metrics of interest: Convergence Time, Control Traffic overhead, Energy consumption, Network Latency, and Packet delivery ratio (PDR).

In the first phase of the simulations we evaluate the performance of OF0 and ETX in terms of three metrics: Energy consumption, Network Latency and Packet delivery ratio to propose an efficient Objective function. In the second phase we evaluate RPL in terms of five metrics of interest stated above for the preferred OF suggested at first phase.

In the rest of the chapter we describe the performance metrics of interest in section 6.1, that we will use to observe the performance of RPL after changing the parameters. The parameters that impact RPL performance are described in section 6.2. In section 6.3 we describe the Link failure model which is used to simulate the lossy radio medium in Cooja. We perform the simulations in phase 1 and phase 2 in sections 6.4 and 6.5 respectively.
6.1 Performance metrics

We use five standard performance metrics namely Network convergence, Control Traffic overhead, Energy consumption, Packet Latency and PDR to evaluate the performance of RPL.

The first performance metric of interest is Network Convergence Time. The nodes in a sensor network need to form a topology in order to communicate. Therefore the network setup time is a crucial metric that need to be evaluated for any routing protocol. The Convergence Time of the RPL DAG is defined as the amount of time needed by all the reachable (in terms of radio) nodes in the network to join the DAG. This convergence should be considered as the initial Convergence Time in a RPL network with static nodes. As the nodes can be mobile and the links are lossy in LLN, the absolute Convergence Time cannot be defined for a mobile network.

The second performance metric is Control Traffic Overhead for the network. This includes DIO, DIS and DAO messages generated by each node and it is imperative to confine the Control Traffic keeping in mind the scarce resources in LLN. RPL control the redundant control messages by making use of trickle timers. The aim of this metric is to analyze the effect of the stated parameters on the Control Traffic overhead.

The third performance metric is Energy Consumption. To make good energy estimation we use percent radio on time of the radio which dominates the power usage in sensor nodes. Furthermore we take the average percent radio on time for all the nodes in the whole network setup.

The fourth performance metric of interest in the study is Packet Latency. The Latency is defined as the amount of time taken by a packet from node to reach the sink and is the average of the latencies of all the packets in the network from all the nodes.

The fifth metric is Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) and is defined as the number of received packets at the sink to the number of sent packets to sink. We take the average PDR of all the packets received successfully at sink.

In the following sections we observe one-by-one the effect of RPL parameters namely: DIO minimum interval, and Doublings, a Duty cycling parameter: ContikiMAC interval and an Application parameter: Frequency of application messages generated; on the performance metrics of interest in a RPL network with lossy environment.
6.2 RPL, Duty-Cycling, Application: Parameters

1. DIO Interval Minimum
This parameter controls the rate of DIO transmission and therefore crucial for Control Traffic overhead, Energy Consumption and Convergence Time etc. The more quickly the DIOs are transmitted the more quickly the network gets converged but at the expense of Control Traffic overhead and more Energy Consumption etc. This parameter is influential on the performance of the whole protocol performance. A careful tweaking of this parameter is necessary for improved performance keeping in view the different application areas of WSN and environmental conditions. In Contiki this parameter is set by RPL_DIO_INTERVAL_MIN.

2. DIO Interval Doublings
This parameter defines the number of times the DIO minimum interval can be doubled and is useful to keep the traffic low for steady network conditions. Its low value can cause the Control Traffic to flow even if not needed. Consequently it’s essential to configure this parameter precisely. In Contiki this parameter is set by RPL_DIO_INTERVAL_DOUBLINGS.

3. Duty-Cycling Interval
This parameter is used by the duty-cycling mechanism to set the number of times the medium is sensed in one second for any traffic. In Contiki this parameter is set by NETSTACK_RDC_CHANNEL_CHECK_RATE and its default value is 16 which means the medium is sensed 16 times or after 62.5 ms in each one second interval.

4. Frequency of Application messages
This is the rate at which a node sends application level messages to the sink. The more often the application sends messages the more likely for it to drain the network resources because application packet transmissions takes considerable amount of energy, bandwidth etc for LLN. We tune this parameter by setting SEND_TIME in our sample contiki application.
6.3 Simulation and Network Setup

The experimental process can be divided into four steps, definition, planning, operation and analysis & interpretation [42]. We conduct all the simulations in the respective sections and present the overall analysis from all the phases and simulations in a separate section 7. This makes it easy to understand the overall analysis from these extensive simulations at one place and to provide greater readability at the same time.

In order to conduct a WSN simulation the simulation of losses in wireless medium is very important because it simulates the actual environment where the sensor nodes will work. The more accurate the simulations of the radio medium the more closer are the results to the actual radio medium. In this section we first describe how we simulate the radio medium in Cooja followed by the network setup used for the simulations in this study. After this we explain how we compute the performance metrics from the data that we obtain from these simulations and finally running the simulations in an organized manner.

6.3.1 Link Failure Model

The link failure model is emulated by using Unit Disk Graph Model (UDGM) in Cooja [9]. It uses two different range parameters one for transmission and one for interference with other radios as shown in Figure 6.1.

![Fig. 6.1: The radio medium is simulated by UDGM in the Simulations using Cooja. The bigger green circle denotes the transmission range (R) of node 1 while the gray circle denotes its collision with other radios. The figure as percentage shows the reception ratio of the transmission between node 1 and 2. The node 3 is inside the collision range of node 1.](image-url)
Both radio ranges increase with the increase in radio power. Both the transmission and reception ratios can be configured using UDGM. However we keep the transmission ratio to 1 (100%) in these simulations as we are interested in loss ratios at the receiver end only.

The probability of success of packet reception at a node increases as node’s distance \( D \) decreases towards the other node in its transmitting range \( R \). Thus the minimum probability of success would be at the edge of transmitting range \( R \) and equal to RX ratio.

Whereas the probability of success of packet reception at a node at a distance \( D \) from another node can be computed as:

\[
\text{Probability of success} = 1 - \left( \frac{D^2}{R^2} \right) \ast (1 - RX) \quad \text{.........(Eq.1)}
\]

Where \( D \) is the distance between the two nodes and \( D \) is less than or equal to \( R \).

\( R \) is the reception range and greater than 0.

RX defines the success ratio.

### 6.3.2 Network Setup

We design a sample network in the Cooja simulator containing 80 client nodes and 1 server node acting as root of the DODAG. The network scenario is shown in Figure 6.2. The server is using a sample application `udp-server.c` while all other nodes are using `udp-client.c`. We use a Cooja plugin called Contiki Test Editor to measure the simulation time and stop the simulation after the specified time. This plugin also creates a log file (COOJA.testlog) for all the outputs from the simulation which we will analyze at the end of the simulation using a Perl script (Appendix C).

In order to introduce lossyness in wireless medium we use the Cooja Unit Disk Graph Medium which introduces lossyness with respect to relative distances of nodes in the Radio Medium as discussed in section 6.3.1. The parameters for the Simulation and its environment are shown in Table 6.1.

As shown in Table 6.1 the start delay is the initial start delay for the application to start transmitting it messages to the sink node. This initial start time is the approximate time sufficient for the initial network convergence. This also ensures that the packet sent to the server will not get lost because of the lack of network connectivity. Therefore a correct evaluation can be performed on the number of packets sent.
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Table 6.1: Simulation Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start Delay</td>
<td>65 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomness</td>
<td>2 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Packets</td>
<td>32115 approx.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPL MOP</td>
<td>NO_DOWNWARD_ROUTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF</td>
<td>OF0, ETX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIO Min</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIO Doublings</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDC Chanel Check Rate</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send Interval</td>
<td>4 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX Ratio</td>
<td>30-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX Ratio</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX Range</td>
<td>50m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interference Range</td>
<td>55m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>1 Hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Nodes</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6.2: RPL Network Setup of 80 client nodes and 1 sink node in COOJA Simulator. The green node labeled as 1 is the sink, all other nodes with orange circles are the client nodes and send packets to sink. The bigger green circle denotes the area of transmission range where as the gray circle shows the area of radio collision. The figures as percentages show the reception ratio.
The send interval represents the interval between two successive application level messages. Both the start delay and send interval have been added time interval randomness. The number of total packets from a node transmits at a rate of 1 packet/(Send Interval± Randomness). So the minimum number of packets sent is 1 packet/(Send Interval) * Simulation Time; whereas the maximum number of packets sent is calculated as 1 packet/(Send Interval+Randomness) * Simulation Time. Since the packet transmission starts after the Start Delay (65s) so the actual Simulation Time will be less by Start Delay (Simulation Time – Start Delay). Since each sensor node will get different randomness therefore the correct number of packets sent cannot be pre-computed but our metric measuring mechanism which is explained next, measures the number of packets sent precisely in real time. This enables the fair computation of packet delivery ratios, Control Traffic overhead.

We set the RPL mode of operation to No Downward routes because we are interested in using the multipoint to point traffic for this evaluation and to limit the scope of this study. DIO Min and DIO Doublings are set to ContikiRPL default values. The reception ratio (RX) represents how lossy is the radio medium and is set in percentages during the successive iterations of the simulation. In the first phase we set it to different levels and thus we observe the performance of OF0 and ETX for different values of lossyness. The transmission ratio (TX) is set to 100% (loss free) because we do not aim to introduce losses at the transmitter end but only at the receiving end. The TX range is set to 50m and interference range to 55m. We run the simulation for 1 hour (3600s) for 80 nodes in the simulation.

### 6.3.3 Measuring the performance metrics

The network shown in Figure 6.1 has 80 nodes and each node sends a sample UDP packet ("Hello N", where N is the sequence number) to the server (sink) after each Send Interval (10 seconds) and after an initial Start Delay (65 s). The client prints a message 'Hello N sent to Server' as soon as it sends a packet and this enable us to note the sending time. Similarly Server prints a message 'Hello N received from Client M' and this enables us to note the receiving time of the packet at server. The print messages are stored in log file from the simulation. From the sending time and receiving time we calculate the Latency for all the packets.

We read the log file line by line and keep on noting the node id, packet number and sending time in a Send_Table. When we read a line of 'Hello N received from Client M' we look up the Send_Table for node id and packet number to find the send time of that packet. If there is match we compute the Latency and remove the corresponding entry from the Send_Table. All the remaining entries in the
Send_Table indicate lost packets. The Network Latency can be computed using the following equation.

\[
Total\ Latency = \sum_{k=1}^{n} (Recv\ Time(k) - Sent\ Time(k)) \quad (Eq.2)
\]

Where \( n \) is the total number of packets received successfully. The timing information is provided by Cooja Simulator.

To compute the average Latency we divide the Total Latency from Eq.2 by the number of total received packets. The Total number of received packets is counted at the sink node.

\[
Average\ Latency = \frac{Total\ Latency}{Total\ Packets\ Received} \quad (Eq.3)
\]

To compute the average Packet Delivery Ratio we measure the number of sent packets from all the nodes to the sink and divide it by the number of successfully received packets at the sink.

\[
Average\ PDR = \frac{Total\ Packets\ Received}{Total\ Packets\ Sent} \times 100 \quad (Eq.4)
\]

To compute the power consumption we use the mechanism of Powertrace system available in Contiki [37] [17]. Powertrace is a system for network-level power profiling for low-power wireless networks which estimates the energy consumption for CPU processing, packet transmission and listening. This mechanism maintains a table for the time duration a component like CPU, radio transmitter was on. Based on this computation we calculate the percentage of radio on time. We compute the power consumption for radio transmission and listening as these are the most energy consuming components [1].

In order to get the Convergence Time in a RPL network we determine the time for first DIO sent from the client nodes and the last DIO joined the DAG. The Convergence Time is obtained by subtracting first DIO sent time from the time of the last DIO joined DAG.

\[
Convergence\ Time = Last\ DIO\ joined\ DAG - First\ DIO\ sent \quad (Eq.5)
\]
RPL uses ICMPv6 based control messages called DIS (DODAG Information Solicitation) and DIO (DODAG Information Object) for building and maintaining DODAG. The ICMPv6 is a network layer protocol and therefore we are capturing the control messages from the network level as we are not interested in the application level messages in this experiment.

RPL is composed of several source files in Contiki including rpl-icmp6.c and rpl-dag.c for ICMPv6 control messages and rpl dag creation process respectively.

When a node sends a control message, RPL will print the status message 'DIO sent' and 'DIO joined DAG' to the console. These messages are collected in Cooja log file (COOJA.testlog) and we process it to compute setup time using a Perl script (Appendix C). The interval for sending these messages can be configured via the Contiki parameter RPL_DIO_INTERVAL_MIN.

\[
Control Traffic Overhead = \sum_{k=1}^{n} DIO(k) + \sum_{k=1}^{m} DIS(k) + \sum_{k=1}^{n} DAO(k) \quad \text{…… (Eq.6)}
\]

To compute the Control Traffic overhead each node will print the message DIO/DIS/DAO sent, depending on the type of control message. We collect these control messages per node basis and sum them up for the total RPL network control overhead.

### 6.3.4 Measuring the Control Traffic

Trickle algorithm is used to limit the number of control packets sent. The algorithm uses two important parameters namely DIO Interval Minimum and DIO Interval Doublings. The DIO Interval Minimum is used to for the initial interval of the control packet transmission where as DIO Interval Doublings is used to place an upper limit on the rate of this transmission. When the RPL network starts the DIOs are transmitted at a rate equal to Imin and this rate is doubled each time DIO is fired until it reaches Imax. When Imax is reached the DIOs are transmitted at the rate equal to Imax. The Imin is determined from DIO Interval Minimum while Imax is determined from DIO Interval Doublings (see section 2.6.6).

The Imax is computed as follows (section 2.6.6).

\[
Imax = Imin \times 2^n \quad \text{………………………………………………………………… (Eq.7)}
\]

Where n represents DIO Interval Doublings and is the number of times Imin can be doubled.
Suppose DIO Interval Minimum is 12 and DIO Interval Doublings is 4 during a simulation of duration Simulation Time (s), then Imin and Imax can be calculated as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Imin} &= 2^{\text{DIO Interval Minimum}} \\
\text{Imin} &= 2^{12} \\
\text{Imin} &= 4096 \text{ ms} \\
\text{Imin} &= 4.096 \text{ s} \\
\text{Imax} &= \text{Imin} \times 2^{\text{DIO Interval Doublings}} \\
\text{Imax} &= 4096 \times 2^{4} \\
\text{Imax} &= 65636 \text{ ms} \\
\text{Imax} &= 65.536 \text{ s}
\end{align*}
\]

These two values mean that transmission will start at the rate of 4.096s (Imin) and then it can be doubled 4 times (DIO Interval Doublings or n) before reaching 65.536s (Imax) after which the rest of the transmission will take place at the rate of 65.536s. This process can be portrayed in Figure 6.3.

![Fig. 6.3: Timeline for DIO transmission using Trickle algorithm.](image)

From Figure 6.3 we can observe that the DIO Interval Minimum can be doubled 4 times (=DIO Doublings) before reaching Imax (65.536s) and this is also equal to the number of packets (n) sent before Imax is reached.

From the Eq.7 we can compute the number of DIOs transmitted (= DIO Doublings) before Imax is reached as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Imax} &= \text{Imin} \times 2^{n} \\
\text{Imax} / \text{Imin} &= 2^{n} \\
2^{n} &= \text{Imax} / \text{Imin} \\
\text{Taking log of both sides} \\
\log (2^{n}) &= \log (\text{Imax} / \text{Imin}) \\
n &= \log (\text{Imax} / \text{Imin}) \\
\end{align*}
\]

(Eq.8)

Since n is the number of times the Imin can be doubled therefore it is equivalent to the number of packets sent during the Imin intervals.

After the Imin and Imax are reached the remaining time in Simulation is Simulation Time – Imax - Imin and the remaining number of packets sent during this time can be calculated as:

\[
\left( \text{Simulation Time} - \text{Imax} - \text{Imin} \right) / \text{Imax} \]

(Eq.9)

From Eq.8 and Eq.9 we calculate the total number (N) of DIOs sent as follows.
\[ N = \log (\frac{I_{\text{max}}}{I_{\text{min}}} + (\text{SimulationTime} - I_{\text{max}} - I_{\text{min}})/I_{\text{max}}) \quad \ldots \quad (\text{Eq.10}) \]

Where \( N \) represents the number of DIOs sent and \( \log \) is Logarithmic function to the base 2.

### 6.3.5 Running the Simulations

The simulations conducted in this research study not only involve deep analysis of the protocol behavior but repetition of simulations for different values of the parameters and configurations. Running a series of these simulations using Cooja simulator is a time-consuming and a mundane activity. The analysis of the effect of different parameters on RPL performance need a large set of data and take significant amount of time to get such data from the simulations to perform reliable and statistically correct results. Due to this reason, the process of executing simulations as well as the processing of log data has been automated.

![Diagram showing the simulation and analysis process](image)

**Fig. 6.4:** Outline for running the automated simulation scripts

This process is regulated by using Perl scripts by first changing the parameters of the simulation, then building Cooja Simulation Jar Files, then an analysis script computes different performance metrics and finally when all analysis files are complete another Perl script creates diagrams based on outcomes using RRD (round robin database).

Figure 6.3 depicts the simulation and analysis process of the Perl automated tool using Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) graphical modeling tool. The process starts with the selection of the parameter, if it is OF then the script changes the RX values in the Cooja simulation file and a Cooja Jar file is created iteratively but if the parameter selected is DIO Interval Minimum or others the
script changes the values of the parameter in the project-conf.h file of the Contiki application. The output of both cases yields in Cooja jar files in a separate directory. All the jar files in the directory are executed by the script and COOJA.testlog files are maintained in the respective directories for computing the performance metrics iteratively. The performance metrics are written to an analysis files in text format. The script uses the information in the analysis files and draws the diagrams using open source RRD tool (Documentation is available at [43]).
6.4 Phase 1: Comparison of Objective Functions

An Objective Function defines how a RPL node selects the optimized path within a RPL instance based on the routing metrics and constraints. It provides specific optimization criteria like minimize hop count, path ETX, Latency etc. RPL forms Directed Acyclic Graph (DAGs) based on the objective function. The OF guides RPL in selection of the preferred parents and candidate parents. It is also used by RPL to compute the ranks of a node. All upward traffic is forwarded via the preferred parent.

Contiki implements two objective functions OF0 and ETX. Objective Function zero (OF0) select the path to the root with minimum hops. This can be achieved by comparing the ranks of parents. Contiki uses 16 bit rank in units of 256 (min_hoprankinc) which allows a maximum of 255 hops.

The ETX metric of a wireless link is the expected number of transmissions required to successfully transmit a packet on the link. Objective Function ETX uses ETX metric while computing the shortest path.

6.4.1 OF0 vs. ETX

ContikiRPL implements two objective functions and it is essential to evaluate these OFs as the path selected by these OFs may differ in Energy consumption, Network Latency and PDR etc.

The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the two objective functions OF0 and ETX in terms of Energy consumption, Latency and Packet Delivery Ratio of the network for the upward traffic with respect to different levels of lossyness. The upward traffic in a RPL network means traffic from client nodes towards the sink node and is a kind of multipoint to point traffic scenario. We use Cooja Network Simulator for this evaluation which is the most commonly used open source simulator for WSN using Contiki.

The network setup is shown in Figure 6.2 and different parameters are shown in Table 6.1. We repeat the simulation for different RX values ranging (30,40,50-100%). We set Send Interval to 8s, Start Delay to 65s. We extract the data from the simulation log file using a Perl script (appendix C).

The average values of Packet Latency and PDR are computed using equations Eq.3 and Eq.4 respectively, while Energy consumption is computed using Powertrace mechanism. The power trace mechanism provides CPU and low power mode (lpm) values which gives the total time consumed in each power trace interval. The sum of transmission and reception times gives the time spent by the transceiver.
Furthermore we focus on computing the % radio on time which is reproducible for Energy Consumption.

![Network Latency Graph](image)

**Fig. 6.5:** Latency comparison of OF0 and ETX in Contiki

### A. Network Latency

The Latency of OF0 is plotted against ETX as shown in Figure 6.5. We can see from the figure that ETX performs better than OF0 because it considers link level details i.e. ETX in computing the best paths. The difference is more obvious in more lossy links but as the lossyness decrease (RX ratio increase) the Latency becomes equal as we can see for RX values 80% and greater.

### B. Energy Consumption

The Energy Consumption of the network is more at the start with more lossy network but as we decrease the lossyness in the network the Energy consumption also decreases as shown in the Figure 6.6. This is because the lossy environment has more retransmissions than a lossless environment.

The objective function OF0 selects the shortest path, which is not the best in terms of ETX metric than objective function ETX. As a result, the nodes will experience more retransmissions, which consequently consume more energy.

Since LLN has a lossy nature the rank quality changes frequently and therefore the ETX for the path also changes frequently. ETX takes into account the path ETX for computation and can therefore reflect the link status more precisely at any time in a RPL network.
C. Packet Delivery Ratio

The average packet delivery ratio is computed from equation Eq.4. The packet delivery ratio of ETX is slightly better than OF0 in this small sized simulation, which proves the efficiency of ETX.

D. Summary of the outcomes

The average Network Latency of ETX is 0.8s compared to OF 1.0s. This is a considerable difference because the network size is small and the longest route possible can be only 15 nodes while in real network scenarios it can be larger. The PDR of ETX is 92% which is better than OF0 88%. ETX is using energy even more efficiently and the % Radio on time during an hour simulation is only 3.7%
while that of OF0 is 4.7%. We also note that difference in PDR and Latency for
both OFs becomes less as the lossyness in the radio medium decreases.

Therefore we conclude that ETX provides better routes than OF0 by taking into
account the link characteristics which consequently provides better Network
Latency because the ETX selects the best routes which has better path ETX than
minimum hop path selected by OF0. The best paths ensure less re-transmissions
and radio collisions across the network and this provides better Latency, PDR and
Energy consumption.

We conclude this section by proposing ETX as a preferred objective function for
most of the scenarios. In the second phase we proceed with the RPL evaluation
using objective function ETX.
6.5 Phase 2: RPL Evaluation

As observed in the previous simulations that ETX performs better than OF0. Also ETX is considered the most preferred OF by the research community. Therefore in the rest of the simulations we use objective function ETX for simplicity and to limit the scope of this study. The same evaluation can be done for OF0 as well in future studies.

6.5.1 DIO Interval Minimum

The Objective of this experiment is to analyze the effect of DIO Minimum Interval on RPL performance metrics of interest. The order of these metrics is important as Convergence Time and Control Traffic overhead directly affects Energy consumption whereas Network Latency and Packet Delivery ratio are considered next.

We use the same experimental setup as explained in section 6.3 and shown in Figure 6.2 which consists of 80 client nodes and one server node in the Cooja Simulator. The simulation parameters used in this simulation are shown in Table 6.1. We change the DIO values to (3, 4–16) in the subsequent iterations of the simulation and set RX ratio to 70%. We change Start Delay to 3s and Send Interval to 4s with Randomness of 2 s.

A. Network Convergence

Figure 6.7 shows the Network Setup Time (Convergence Time) with respect to DIO_INTERVAL_MIN. The default interval in Contiki is 12 (Imin=4.096s) which gives a network setup time of about 19 seconds.

![Network Setup Time](image)

Fig. 6.8: Network Setup Time increases with the increase in DIO Interval Min.
As we increase the Interval, the setup time also increases and for DIO Interval Min between 3 and 9 it is approximately equal. For \( n = 15 \) and greater it becomes large and thus unacceptable in some applications and in case of radio duty cycling.

The 'First DIO sent' time (for DIO Interval Min=14, 15, 16) is also worth noticeably large because the DIS is sent after about 5s and it means that the nodes should start joining the DAG soon after 5s. But the first DIO is sent after about 16s, 32s and 62s for DIO Interval Min=14, 15, 16 respectively. Even if the nodes request explicitly for a DIO by generating DIS messages the neighbor nodes may not have joined the DAG yet and so cannot provide DIO to their neighbor. This behavior clearly depicts the importance of DIO minimum interval parameter on the network convergence. A suitable calibration of this parameter is important for any network otherwise the network setup time may rise to about 150 seconds as shown in the Figure 6.7.

Another good observation is that the Convergence Time is very fast (less than 10s) for all values of DIO minimum interval in the range \((3-13)\). We suggest a recommended value of DIO minimum interval among these values \((3-13)\) provided the other performance metrics meet that we study and analyze in the following sections (\OBS: DIO Interval Min.Convergence Time).

![CONTROL TRAFFIC OVERHEAD](image)

Fig. 6.9: Control Traffic overhead decreases with the increase in DIO Interval Minimum.

B. RPL Control Overhead

The Control Traffic overhead is very high for lower DIO Interval Minimum (lower than 9) as shown in Figure 6.8. These values yield intervals (Imin) of less than 1 second which enables the trickle timer to fire the DIO very quickly (to compute Imin see section 2.6.7).
We also observe that the control overhead is lower for DIO Interval Minimum of 9 (4700 Packets) which decrease further to 1200 Packets for Interval of 16. We deduct a subset of DIO interval Min in the range (8-16) is the most optimum set for Control Traffic overhead (OBS2: DIO Interval Min. Control Traffic Overhead).

C. Energy Consumption

To compute the Energy Consumption by the network we use the Powertrace tool [17], [37]. This tool uses power state tracking to estimate the power consumption of the system for activities such as packet transmission and receptions.

In this experiment we only compute the power consumption by the transceiver part which is the most power consuming component [1]; the CPU power consumption is very low and can be ignored for simplicity reasons in this simulation. We use the ContikiMAC duty cycling mechanism for these simulations, which is the default radio duty cycling mechanism in Contiki. It is a type of sampled listening technique discussed in section 3.5.

The RPL network consumes a lot of energy about 7% Radio ON time when DIO interval is very small (i.e. 3) as shown in the Figure 6.9. DIO Interval Minimum of 3 generates about 146000 control packets during this simulation of one hour as shown in Figure 6.8. But when we increase the DIO Min interval to 4 the Energy Consumption becomes less as the control packets generated now is about 77000 and Radio % ON time reduces to about 3%. The quick generation of control packets not only increases control packets but it also increases collisions and therefore more retransmissions are required to successfully send a packet and the Energy Consumption increases consequently. For DIO interval minimum, between
5 and 7 the Energy Consumption keeps on decreasing in a linear fashion. However the best Energy Consumption can be observed for DIO Interval Minimum of 8 and higher where the Energy Consumption is about 1.5% and remains constant for all values of DIO Interval Minimum of 8 and higher. This means that optimum value for DIO Interval Minimum regarding Energy Consumption is between (8-16) and a single value among it is subjected to fulfilling other performance metrics. (*OBS3: DIO Interval Min. Energy Consumption*).

D. Latency

The average Network Latency decreases from 3.5s to 1.7s for DIO Interval Minimum between 3 and 6 respectively. This sudden decrease is due to the reason that lower values DIO Interval Minimum generated heavy Control Traffic as we observed in the previous section (B).

![Network Latency](image)

*Fig. 6.11: Network Latency decreases with the increase in DIO Interval Minimum.*

The heavy Control Traffic causes more radio collisions and the packets need to be buffered before the radio collision resolves which increase the overall Latency of the packet along the path. As soon as the Control Traffic decreases for DIO Interval Minimum of higher than 8 (*OBS2*) the packet buffering decreases and radio collision also decrease and as a result the packet reaches the destination relatively quickly than before. The average Network Latency is lower than 0.5s for DIO Interval Minimum from (8-16) as shown in Figure 6.10 (*OBS5: DIO Interval Min. Latency*).
E. Packet Delivery Ratio

Packet delivery ratio is used by wireless sensor network to compute the best route, optimum transmission rate and power consumption [18], [44], [45].

In Figure 6.10 the PDR is below 85% at the beginning, for DIO Minimum interval (3-5) which means due to high control overhead the RPL network suffer collisions and therefore the PDR is poor. However as we increase the DIO interval (6-14) RPL provides a good Packet Delivery ratio of more than 96%. We can also observe that PDR falls for DIO Interval Minimum of 15 and greater. The reason is that the value of DIO minimum interval higher than 14 does not provide a quick network convergence as we can see from the result obtained from previous section (OBS2:). Consequently the network is not converged fully for DIO Minimum interval of 15 and higher and as a result incurring packet loss to some of the destinations in the network.

![Packet Delivery Ratio for DIO Interval Min](image)

**Fig. 6.12: Packet Delivery Ratio for DIO Interval Min**

We conclude that to achieve a high PDR the recommended DIO minimum interval is between $[6...14]$ inclusively. (OBS5: DIO Interval Min.PDR)

F. Summary of the Outcomes

The trickle algorithm was designed to limit the number of control packets transmitted in LLN and to use the limited resources in LLN moreoptimistically. This process is controlled by several parameters and DIO Interval Minimum is one of them and is the most influential since it controls the generation of Control Traffic (DIO) directly. The tweaking of this parameter causes a tradeoff between the performance metrics and we observed carefully the effect of every possible change of this parameter on the performance metrics of interest.
We summarize the observations (OBS1-OBS5) made in this section in Table 6.2. As we observed the tradeoff among the performance metrics; for instance to achieve low Convergence Time the Control Traffic increases therefore a subset of these values is required which optimize all the five performance metrics equally.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Metric</th>
<th>DIO Interval Min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convergence Time</td>
<td>3-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Traffic</td>
<td>8-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Consumption</td>
<td>8-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>8-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDR</td>
<td>6-14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Recommended values for DIO Interval Min for different Performance metrics

As shown in Table 6.2 the lower value (3) of DIO Interval Minimum provides fast Convergence Time but this value is not recommended in case of Control Traffic overhead which seeks a value at the higher end. So the intersection of these two sets (3-13) and (8-16) gives a set of (8-13) that optimizes both the performance metrics Similarly its intersection with set of Energy Consumption (8-16), Latency (8-16) and PDR (6-14) gives a final set of (8-13). We conclude this section by recommending a DIO interval Minimum in the range between (8–13) as this range satisfies all the metrics of interest (OBS: DIO Interval Minimum).
6.5.2 DIO Interval Doublings

The objective of this simulation is to evaluate the performance of RPL for different values of DIO Doublings. The network scenario consists of 80 udp client nodes which send Hello packets to sink node after a random time period between 8 and 10 seconds as shown in Figure 6.2. The simulation parameters are shown in the Table 6.1 however we set DIO Doublings in the range (3-16) for each iteration of the simulation. We choose DIO Interval Minimum of 12 from the recommended values in the previous section (OBS: DIO Interval Minimum) and it gives Imin of 4.096s.

A. Network Convergence Time

After changing the DIO Doublings interval in the range 3 to 16, we observe that the network setup time is not affected and the network setup time is about 19 seconds in all cases as shown in Figure 6.12.

![Network Setup Time](image)

The maximum interval between two successive DIOs is computed (see section 2.6.7) as:

\[ I_{\text{max}} = I_{\text{min}} \times 2^{\text{DIO Doublings}} \]

This implies that the minimum Imax in this simulation will be for DIO Doublings of 3 and computed as:

\[ I_{\text{max}} = 4.096 \times 2^{3} = 32.7 \, \text{s} \]

This Imax time is larger than the network Convergence Time of 19s as shown in Figure 6.13 and the network will get converged before reaching even the minimum
Imax value and hence has no effect on network Convergence Time (\textit{OBS1: DIO Interval Doublings.Convergence Time}).

\textbf{B. Control Traffic Overhead}

The Control Traffic overhead of RPL decreases as we increase DIO Doublings and becomes nearly equal for values higher than 8 as shown in Figure 6.13. The maximum overhead is about 9955 control packets for DIO Doublings of 3 during a simulation of 1 hour. The Imax for DIO Doublings of 3 equals 32.7 s (section 2.6.7) which is the minimum interval between two successive DIOs in steady state network conditions.

If the network is steady DIO Doublings of 3 will generate about 111 (\textit{Eq.10}) control packets (DIOs) per node during a simulation of one hour which yield a total of 111 * 80 nodes = 8880 packets (Computed) for the whole network. However from Figure 6.14 we get Control Traffic of 9955 which contains 367 DAO and 61 DIS as well. So the number of DIOs from simulations is 9955-367-61 = 9527 (Simulation). The difference between the computed and the simulated value is 647. These 647 DIOs are either lost (or retransmitted) or due to topology changes the DIO trickle timer has been reset and DIOs are transmitted more quickly with the rate of Imin.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{control_traffic_overhead.png}
\caption{Control traffic overhead is higher for shorter DIO Doublings.}
\end{figure}

Since the DIO Doublings of 8 and higher generate very low extra Control Traffic overhead and can be observed in Figure 6.14, so the recommended value for this parameter is between 7 and 16 (\textit{OBS2: DIO Interval Doublings.Control Traffic Overhead}).
C. Energy Consumption

The energy estimation is affected by the number of packets (both control packets and application messages) because the transceiver needs to remain ON for the transmission of these packets. The more transmission (and re-transmission) of packets across the network cause more Energy Consumption per unit time. The frequency of application messages can be controlled by application programmer depending on the application type and requirements however RPL is responsible for controlling and limiting the frequency of control packets transmission.

![Energy Consumption Graph]

The DIO Doublings limit the number of times the DIO Minimum interval can be doubled. For a small value of DIO Doublings the DIO need to be transmitted more often even in steady network situations, but a very large value of DIO Doublings can also cause the network to remain inconsistent for long durations, therefore a minimum value of DIO Doublings causing less Energy Consumption is required. The energy estimation (or % Radio ON time) decreases as we increase DIO Doublings but at value of 10 and higher it remains almost the same as shown in Figure 6.15 (OBS3: DIO Interval Doublings: Energy Consumption).

D. Latency

There is not a considerable change in Network Latency for changing DIO Doublings in the range (3-16). The parameter DIO Doublings impact the number of control packets transmitted. The Latency for DIO Doublings 3 is very high (1.8 s) but decreases quickly for 4 and higher. The DIO Doublings 3 gives Imax of 32s which makes DIO Interval Minimum to stop doubling and the DIOs are transmitted after this time which increases Control Traffic and hence the overall...
network delay increase but DIO Doublings 4 the Imax is about 65s the DIOs transmitted is relative less and does not create congestion that increase packet delay across the network. Therefore DIO Doublings does not make considerable change in the Latency in a simulation of one hour and consisting of 80 nodes as shown in Figure 6.16 (OBS4: DIO Interval Doublings.Latency).

![Network Latency Graph](image)

Fig. 6.16: The Network Latency does not get affected considerably by changing DIO Doublings from 4 to 16.

E. Packet Delivery Ratio

The packet deliver ratio fluctuates between 99% and 99.4% for DIO Doublings in the range (3-16) which is not a considerable change. The ContikiRPL has good support to handle control packet transmission of about 9955 packets in one hour simulation of 80 nodes without affecting the PDR value (OBS5: DIO Interval Doublings.PDR).

![Packet Delivery Ratio Graph](image)

Fig. 6.17: The PDR oscillates between 99 and 99.4 percent, which depicts no change by DIO Doublings.
F. Summary of the Outcomes

The outcomes (OBS1-OBS5) from this section are summarized in Table 6.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Metric</th>
<th>DIO Interval Doublings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convergence Time</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Traffic</td>
<td>7-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Consumption</td>
<td>10-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDR</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Recommended values for DIO Interval Doublings for different Performance metrics

We conclude this section by recommending an intersection of the values in Table 6.3 which comes out to be (10-16) for DIO Interval Doublings and it optimizes all the performance metrics of interest (OBS: DIO Interval Doublings).

6.5.3 Duty-Cycling Interval

The duty cycling mechanisms controls the number of times the medium is sensed for a potential packet in a second. In this simulation we use the same RPL network scenario as shown in Figure 6.2. The parameters of the simulation are shown in Table 6.1. The RDC channel check rate can be set in powers of two only and hence we set it in the range 2,4,8,16,32,64,128,256.

![Network Setup Time Graph](graph.jpg)

Fig. 6.18: The Network setup time decrease with the increase in Mac interval and becomes equal for MAC intervals higher than 8.
A. Network Convergence Time

The network Convergence Time decrease as we increase the Radio Duty Cycling channel check rate.

There is a difference of about 17s between channel check rate of 2 and 8 as shown in Figure 6.18. For channel check rate higher than 8 the network setup time is almost the same which equals about 15s for the network of 80 nodes with 70% RX ratio. So the set of values of RDC channel check rate which optimizes Network setup time is (8-256) provided the other performance metrics also meet (OBS1: RDC.Convergence Time).

B. Control Traffic Overhead

The Control Traffic overhead remains linear for radio duty cycling channel check rate for 2,4,8,32,64 and 128 but suddenly increases for channel check rate of 256 and higher which is a high value for most of the LLN devices and should be avoided as long as possible because it will drain out the scarce resource quickly. By keeping the radio duty cycling high the radio transmitter remains ON for longer time which cause heavy radio collisions and packet loss and hence the overall Control Traffic increases. A RDC check rate of 256 and higher also means that the radio duty cycling becomes ineffective because the large number of channel sense rates and is nearly equivalent of no-duty cycling. The optimum set of RDC values is (2-64) which optimizes Control Traffic overhead (OBS2: RDC.Control Traffic overhead).

![Figure 6.19: The control traffic overhead increases with increase in radio duty cycling channel check rate.](image)
C. Energy Consumption

The Energy Consumption is directly proportional to the radio duty cycling channel check rate as shown in Figure 6.20.

The high channel check rate means transceiver remains ON for longer times incurring more Energy Consumption. For values 32 and higher the Energy Consumption is higher than 6% where as for values 16 and lower the Energy Consumption is below 4% and RDC channel check rate (2-16) is set that optimizes Energy consumption ($OBS_3: \text{RDC.Energy Consumption}$). For 128 and higher it becomes equal to 25 and remains constant because it is nearly the maximum times of channel check rate in one second interval and is equivalent to no duty cycling.

D. Latency

The Latency decreases with the increase in channel check rate as the messages need to stay for shorter time in the queue and wait before the radio duty cycle becomes active and transmit it. The Latency is more than 9s and 4s for RDC channel check rate 2 and 4.

But as the RDC channel check rate increases from 4 the Latency decreases and becomes lower than 2s for (8-128) RDC channel check rate which optimizes this performance metric ($OBS_4: \text{RDC.Latency}$). For RDC channel check rate 256 the radio on time is nearly equal to no duty cycling and the radio is on for longer times incurring radio collisions, which increase the Latency to about 17s.
E. Packet Delivery Ratio

The PDR is lower about 50% when the RDC channel check rate is lower i.e. 2 because the medium is sensed after half second which is not sufficient to deliver the frequent messages of the LLN. As we increase the RDC channel check rate the PDR also increases and becomes higher than 75% for set of values (8-64) and provides the most optimum performance for this performance metric (OBS5: RDC.PDR). The high RDC rate introduces radio collision and therefore packet loss increases as a result we can observe that PDR drops for values higher than 64 as shown in Figure 6.22. RPL provides small buffers and so the packet is dropped as soon as the congestion increases due to radio collision therefore increasing packet loss.

Fig. 6.21: The Network Latency decreases with the increase of RDC channel check rate.

Fig. 6.22: The PDR increases with increase in RDC channel check rate but falls after 64.
The RDC channel check rate of higher than 64 is very high and is not suitable for most of the LLN applications, and the reason is the very low PDR as shown in Figure 6.22.

E. Summary of the Outcomes

The outcomes (OBS1-OBS5) from this section are summarized in Table 6.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Metric</th>
<th>RDC Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convergence Time</td>
<td>8-256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Traffic</td>
<td>2-64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Consumption</td>
<td>2-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>8-128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDR</td>
<td>8-64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: Recommended values for RDC Channel check rate for different Performance metrics

The intersection of values in Table 6.4 gives a subset of values that optimizes all the performance metrics for this parameter. The intersection gives us (8-16) RDC channel check rate that optimizes the performance metrics for most of the LLN applications (OBS: RDC).

6.5.4 Frequency of Application Messages

The frequency of application messages means how often an application on a client node sends messages to the sink. If the frequency of these messages is very often it is more likely to consume the resources quickly. Therefore it is of immense importance that the application should be developed to transmit the messages only when needed in LLNs and at the same time providing the required functionality.

Depending up on the type of application, the frequency can be tuned accordingly but the obvious impact of this parameter on RPL performance can be seen in this section.

In this simulation we use the same RPL network scenario as shown in Figure 6.1 with the parameters shown in Table 6.2 however we keep on changing Send Interval to 2,4,8,16 and 16s.
If we keep the packets transmission rate high e.g. transmit a packet after each 2 seconds the obvious effect is not only in the increase in network traffic but it also increases radio collision and high packet loss as shown in Figure 6.23. Keeping the radio ON more often increases the chances of radio collisions. The packet loss can be improved by keeping network density low which will reduce the radio collisions.

A. Network Convergence

As we increase the packet interval time from 2 seconds we observe that the network setup time decrease in a linear fashion from 19s to 15s as shown in Figure 6.24. The less number of packets transmitted the shorter is the network setup time.
The Interpacket interval of (4–16s) provides the optimum Network convergence Time of about 15s (*OBS1: Frequency of Application Messages.Convergence Time*).

B. Control Traffic Overhead

The Control Traffic overhead is larger when the nodes transmit application level messages more often. The increased rate of the application messages increases the network traffic, which consequently increases the overall Control Traffic overhead because it introduces radio collisions and packet loss.

As we can see in the Figure 6.25 that the Control Traffic is greater than 2000 Packets for packet intervals 2, 4 and 6 but it becomes lower than 2000 Packets quickly as the packet interval increases to 8s and higher. So the Interpacket interval of (4–16s) provides the optimum set of Interpacket interval for this metric (*OBS2: Frequency of Application Messages.Control Traffic overhead*).

C. Energy Consumption

The more network traffic the more consumption of the energy is and vice-versa. If we send more application messages, the more energy is consumed but as we increase the packet interval, the Energy Consumption decreases as we can see in the Figure 6.26. The Energy Consumption decrease in a linear fashion as the Interpacket interval increases which mean Interpacket interval is inversely proportional to Energy Consumption and we can reduce Energy Consumption as much as we can decrease application messages.
As Energy Consumption depends on the type of LLN application we can deduce that Interpacket interval of (4-16s) is the set of values for optimizing this metric in many applications (*OBS3: Frequency of Application Messages. Energy Consumption*).

### D. Latency

More traffic increases radio collision which does indeed increases packet loss as we discussed above and it also increases the Network Latency considerably as we can see in the Figure 6.27.

The RPL provides a small queue and the packet can be dropped in case of congestion which will increase packet loss and retransmission of lost packets increases the Latency. The packet loss can be observed from Figure 6.27. The
Interpacket interval in the range (4–16s) provides an average Latency of less than 1s and is the most optimum set for this metric (*OBS4*: Frequency of Application Messages. Latency).

E. Packet Delivery Ratio

The packet deliver ratio increases from 55% to 99% as we increase the packet interval time from 2s to 32s. More application level messages introduce heavy packet buffers, radio collision and hence loss of packets therefore the PDR is lower for high frequency of application messages.

![Packet Delivery Ratio Graph](image)

Fig. 6.28: The PDR increases with increase in the Interpacket interval in a RPL network of 80 Nodes.

To achieve a good PDR of higher than 80% the Interpacket interval should be between (4–16) (*OBS5*: Frequency of Application Messages. PDR).
F. Summary of Outcomes

The outcomes (OBS1-OBS5) from this section are summarized in Table 6.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Metric</th>
<th>Frequency of Application Messages(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convergence Time</td>
<td>4-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Traffic</td>
<td>4-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Consumption</td>
<td>4-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>4-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDR</td>
<td>4-16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5: Recommended values for Frequency of Application Messages for different Performance metrics.

We find the convergence of all the sets in Table 6.5 which gives us one set (8-12) and it optimizes all the performance metrics. If the frequency of application messages is limited to this set the RPL network will provide the most optimum performance. This observation leads to the careful development of Contiki applications for LLN.
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We observed in the first phase of the Evaluation that Objective Function ETX provides better Network Latency, Energy consumption and PDR and this difference is more prominent in more lossy environments. Therefore, ETX is the most efficient Objective function from this analysis and it provides a better use of the limited resources of LLN.

The performance of both OF0 and ETX is summarized in Table 7.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric \ Parameter</th>
<th>OF0</th>
<th>ETX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy Consumption (%Radio ON)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency (s)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDR (%)</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Comparison of OF0 and ETX with respect to 3 performance metrics

We can observe from Table 7.1 that ETX provides better Latency and PDR using less Energy than OF0.

To observe the impact of the four parameters DIO Minimum Interval, Doublings, RDC channel check rate and network traffic density we carried out extensive simulations in phase 2 of the Evaluation and the results are summarized in Table 7.2.

We observed a tradeoff between the optimizing performance metrics; by tweaking DIO minimum interval for instance optimizes network setup time but increases
Energy Consumption of up to 7% (radio on time). Lower DIO interval also increases packet collisions, hence causing Network Latency, and heavy packet loss.

Each cell in Table 7.2 gives 4 important pieces of information star, a range of numbers, an arrow and a figure in bold. We describe this information as follows.

The left arrow in Table 7.2 shows that the performance of the metric increases for smaller values (left values) in the subset (range of numbers) of the optimum values of the parameter in question, similarly the right arrow shows that the performance metric increases for values at the right. The double arrows show that the performance metric is not affected considerably by this parameter and any value can be selected from the subset specified above each arrow.

The bold values in each cell indicate the maximum performance value for each ‘recommended value’. We notice that the performance increases as we move from left to right in the table. It means each parameter is improving the performance as much as possible moving from left to right. We can observe that the optimistic values for the performance metrics can be obtained at the right most column.

Table 7.2: RPL Evaluation with respect to four parameters and five metrics
The ‘Recommended Set’ is the set of values we get by the intersection of all the sets for a parameter (column) and it optimizes all the five performance metrics. From this observation, we conclude that to obtain the optimum performance of RPL, a value should be selected among the values in the Recommended Set. Furthermore, to obtain a single optimum value i.e. ‘Recommended value’ from the Recommended Set we choose the value closer to the end in which the more arrows are pointing (more weightage). This table is also very useful to select the value of the parameter by observing its arrow direction; based on the priority of performance metric(s).

The *star symbol* in each cell of Table 7.2 indicates that this parameter is influential on the performance metric of interest. Its tweaking will improve the performance and this improvement can be observed from the improvement in *bold figures* as we move from left to right in each row.

DIO Interval Minimum is very influential on all the performance metrics of interests and its ‘recommended value’ can enhance network convergence from 155 to 19s (Figure 6.8), Control Traffic overhead from 145 thousands of control packets to only 19 hundred packets (Figure 6.9), Energy consumption from 6.5 to 2.5 % radio on time, Average Network Latency from 3.5 to 1.7s and PDR from 48 to 77%.

Although DIO Doublings does not influence the three performance metrics network setup time, Latency and PDR considerably but it has enormous impact on Control Traffic overhead and Energy consumption of the sensor network. It imposes an upper limit on the transmission of DIOs for a steady network. If it is shorter the more Control Traffic will generate and the total control overhead and Energy Consumption hence increase. The ‘recommended value’ of DIO Doublings improves Control Traffic overhead from 10 thousand to 17 hundred control packets (Figure 6.14) and Energy consumption from 3.2 to 2.5 % radio on time.

Radio channel check rate is crucial to be tweaked for all the five performance metrics and particularly Energy Consumption. The more the radio is kept on by a sensor node the more energy is consumed and at the same time more radio collision also affect Control Traffic overhead and packet delivery ratio adversely. A lower value increases Convergence Time and Network Latency but a higher value increases Energy Consumption, Control Traffic overhead and provides a poor PDR. Its ‘recommended value’ improves Convergence Time from 37 to 18s (Figure 6.18), Control Traffic overhead from 2300 to 1600 packets (Figure 6.19), Energy consumption from 23 to 2.5% radio on time (Figure 6.20), Latency from 17 to 1.7s (Figure 6.21), and PDR from 30 to 79% (Figure 6.22).
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The more frequent the application messages are sent the more it will increase Energy Consumption, high packet loss, increased network setup time, increased Control Traffic overhead and somewhat increased Latency. But the recommended value can improve Convergence Time from 19 to 14s (Figure 6.24), Control Traffic from 3000 to 1300 control packets (Figure 6.25), Energy consumption from 5.6 to 1.5 % radio on time (Figure 6.26), Latency from 1.7 to 0.5s (Figure 6.27), PDR from 55 to 99% (Figure 6.28), and Packet loss from 30 thousands packets to 400 packets (Figure 6.23). These results show the highest performance from the sample network.
8 DISCUSSION

The results of the five experiments are obtained, analyzed, and organized in a logical manner to provide results in support of answering the research questions. The performance of the protocol is influenced by several factors including both external environmental factors and internal protocol parameters. In this study we studied both the external factors and internal.

At first phase the effect of lossyness was investigated, which is caused by several environmental factors discussed in section 6.4. We evaluated the performance of OF0 and ETX and compared them for several levels of lossyness. The LLN is lossy and vulnerable to different interferences which mean an efficient OF is required to handle all the interferences efficiently and utilize the scarce resources more optimally at the same time. From the set of experiments in the first phase (section 6.4) we observed that ETX provides best paths which improve Network Latency, Energy consumption and Packet delivery ratio. The average Network Latency of ETX is 0.8s which is better than OF0 (1.0s) in the sample network of 80 nodes with depth of about 15 nodes only but we expect that this difference will be more prominent in larger networks of hundreds and thousands nodes. ETX provides an average PDR of 92% whereas OF0 provided 88%. The Energy Consumption of ETX is 3.7 (% Radio ON time) which is much better than OF 4.7 (% Radio ON time) and so ETX provides longer life for the sensor nodes than OF0. Therefore we infer that ETX can handle the adverse environmental conditions more intelligently than OF0 and this answer our RQ1. Many applications can benefit from using ETX without utilizing any superfluous LLN resources. However OF0 can also be used in less lossy environments as we observed that the performance of both OFs is nearly the same as the lossyness of the medium decreases.

In the second phase, we evaluated ContikiRPL in terms of several performance metrics of interest for objective function ETX. We illustrated step by step and in a
systematic manner the effect of several RPL parameters on RPL performance. We fed the output of one simulation to another in an attempt of suggesting the best combination of parameters. This extensive simulation exercise is strongly appealed by the vast application areas of Sensor networks.

Routing is an important component in sensor networks because it performs the packet forwarding and routing decisions and therefore accounts for the utilization of the network resources. The worst routes cause more retransmissions and wastage of resources. The performance of RPL is controlled by several parameters both directly related to RPL like DIO intervals, and parameters that effect RPL performance like RDC channel check rate and frequency of application messages. We observed that performance of RPL can be efficiently optimized by tweaking the parameters. The DIO Interval Minimum combined with RDC channel check rate and Frequency of application messages can cause a very quick network convergence, and we observed in our simulations that it can be as efficient as 14s. This is a very useful outcome and many applications will observe no delay as soon as the sensor nodes turn on.

The Control Traffic overhead is heavily affected by DIO interval minimum, RDC channel check rate and a very high frequency of application messages. The more frequent recurring values of these parameters cause packet collisions and packet loss due to more radio on times by the individual nodes. So any extra radio on time by the improper configuration of these parameters is harmful for the Control Traffic overhead. A careful configuration of these parameters keep the Control Traffic overhead less than 1000 control packets / hour in our simulations.

Similarly Energy consumption is also affected by the entire four parameters DIO interval minimum, DIO Interval Doublings, RDC channel check rate and Frequency of application messages. Our simulation shows that it can be as less as 1% for packet interval of more than 8s.

The Network Latency is directly affected by both DIO Interval Minimum and RDC channel check rate and suitable values of these parameters can make it as efficient as less than 0.5 s for the entire network in our simulations.

The PDR is affected considerably by DIO interval minimum, RDC channel check rate and Frequency of application messages and a value of more than 90% in a congested sensor network can be obtained by limiting the application messages.

From all the above simulation results we answer our RQ2 successfully. We also observe that tweaking these parameters increase RPL performance enormously and the needs of sensornet applications can be achieved efficiently.
RPL is the new standardized IPv6 routing protocol by IETF for LLN. It supports both upward routing and downward routing. It has been made very flexible to adopt the vast application areas of WSN. The core responsibility of RPL as a routing protocol is to provide the best paths and to utilize the scarce resources of WSN efficiently. The routing logic has been separated from the routing in the form of Objective Function to provide the flexibility of adding it according to the routing requirements and metrics. OF0 is not the recommended OF because it takes into account hop count for making routing decisions but ETX takes into account link status and can choose better paths. The various possible configurations make it possible to add optimizations in RPL performance. We observed that tweaking of the RPL parameters increases its performance to a considerable value. This improvement makes RPL ideal for several applications like home automation, industrial automation, building automation and as well as urban low power and lossy networks.
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Wireless network has several constraints like energy, bandwidth, computing and memory, which make routing in these devices more challenging. RPL being a new proposed protocol for low power and lossy network is under experimentation and important aspects are needed to be evaluated. It is a major component of consuming the energy of sensor nodes.

RPL selects routes based on the routing metrics and the objective functions. The two objective functions in Contiki are OF0 and ETX uses hops count and ETX metric to compute the best paths. Simulation results show that ETX performs better than OF0 as it considers the link statistics. This performance is more visible in more lossy environments.

We also observed that a set of RPL parameters are crucial for its better performance in vast areas of sensors applications. Trickle timer is an important component of RPL in order to utilize the scarce resources of WSN more efficiently. The trickle timer controls the emission of Control Traffic by using two important parameters DIO Minimum Interval and DIO Doublings. A scaled set of these parameters provides a very quick Network convergence, Energy efficiency, decreased Control Traffic overhead, lower Latency and high PDR.

Although Contiki provides very good support for high traffic density, which can be observed in the form of lower packet loss but unnecessary application messages consumes resources like energy, Control Traffic overhead. Extra care is required to limit the application messages and save the limited resources of WSN.

Radio Duty Cycling has direct impact of RPL performance and high duty cycling is unnecessary in a WSN. The ContikiMAC radio duty cycling configured with a very lower rate enables RPL to provide good energy efficiency, lower Control Traffic overhead and better PDR.
Simulation results show that the high performance of 14s Convergence Time, 1300 Control packets, Energy consumption of 1.46 % radio on time, 0.5s of packet Latency and a PDR of 98% can be achieved by tweaking the RPL parameters.

There are several other aspects of RPL that need to be explored as a future study as follows.

1. There are many aspects of routing in WSN which are harder to deal with when nodes are mobile because the issues like energy efficiency, PDR and connectivity becomes more difficult to optimize. Solutions for mobility usually rely on updating routing information frequently which is a critical factor for WSN with constraint resources. Therefore the evaluation of RPL with mobile nodes will provide good suggestions and improvements for further enhancements of the routing protocol.

2. The number of alternate routes (preferred parents) available at a node and frequency of their switching by RPL at any time is of great importance in LLN and its evaluation will provide valuable results for RPL performance particularly for RPL network with mobile nodes. Similarly memory utilization by objective functions and routing table size for different objective functions are also important parameters that need to be evaluated.

3. Although we studied traffic density (frequency of application messages) for network containing less than 100 nodes in this thesis but a WSN may contain hundreds and even thousands of nodes for some applications and evaluating RPL performance for very dense environments and finding the practical throughput can suggest further improvements.

4. We carried out the evaluation of RPL in the presence of 70% failure conditions and left its evaluation with respect to severity of lossyness as a future study for the stated performance metrics.

5. The effect of RPL local repair and Global repair with respect to our stated performance metrics is also a future work.

6. The study is a comprehensive evaluation of several parameters of RPL and can be extended to real test bed environments.

7. The tool developed as a result of this thesis for analysis of the log files is a good prototype for developing the tool for Cooja as a plugin. It will make the starter users to understand the working and performance of RPL quicker using the graphical interface in Cooja. Also it will enable students to use Contiki and Cooja in their home assignments which will help them in their future research studies having already gained knowledge of using these tools.
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11 APPENDIX - A: RPL PACKET FORMATS

A DIO Packet format [7] is shown in Figure and the different fields are described below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RPLinstanceID</td>
<td>It is an 8-bit field and shows the RPL Instance the DODAG belongs to.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version Number</td>
<td>It is an 8-bit field and shows the freshness of the DODAG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>It is a 16-bit field showing the rank of the node sending the DIO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grounded</td>
<td>It is a one big flag and is set when the root of the DODAG is connected to a non-LLN network or the public internet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>It is set to 0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode of Operation (MOP)</td>
<td>It is a 3bit field and indicates one of the four defined modes of operation of RPL (0: No downward routes maintained by RPL, 1: Non storing mode, 2: Storing without multicast support, 3: Storing with multicast support).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DODAG Preference</td>
<td>The default value is 0. It is set by root to report its preference over other DODAG roots in the RPL instance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination Advertisement Trigger Sequence Number (DTSN)</td>
<td>It is an 8-bit field set by the node issuing the DIO message. The Destination Advertisement Trigger Sequence Number (DTSN) flag is used as part of the procedure to maintain downward routes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flags</td>
<td>It is reserved for flags, initialized to 0 by sender and ignored by receiver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserved</td>
<td>It is 8-bit unused field, initialized to 0 by sender and ignored by receiver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DODAGID</td>
<td>It is 128-bit field which uniquely identifies the DODAG and is set to the IPv6 address of the root.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11.1: RPL DIO Packet Format
Options: This field contains implementation specific values. In Contiki it may contain metric container type and flags, DIO minimum interval and doublings, minimum and maximum hop rank increment etc. It may also carry node prefix information.

A DIS Packet format is shown in Figure 11.2 and the fields are explained as follows.

The DAO packet format is given in Figure 11.3 and fields are explained as follows.

K: The 'K' flag indicates that the recipient of the DAO message is expected to send back an acknowledgement.

D: This field indicates that a local RPL instance ID is in use.

DAOSequence: It is a counter incremented each time a new DAO message is sent by the node.

DODAGID (Optional): It is 128-bit field which uniquely identifies the DODAG. This field is only present when the 'D' flag is set.
Figure 1: Perl Script to run the simulations with Cooja simulator.

```perl
#!/usr/bin/perl

# This script make changes to project's file from Start to End counting
# Makes a Jar Files from Sample CRC file provided from Start to End counting
# Copies the Jar files to the ResultDir from Start to End

# Dependency
# It takes/require three files : 1. cleanContiki.sh , 2. Sample_Project_Conf.h , 3. Sample_RPL_CRC.h

#class definition MakeJarfile starts
package MakeJarFile;
use Cwd;

sub MakeJar {
    {
        #sub GetAttributes {
        # Method for cleaning
        sub CleanJar {
            # Method for Making Jar
            sub MakeJar {
                my $findList = split (/\//,$incrementOrder);
                my $count;
                foreach $account ( $findList ) {
                    $export_success = 1;
                    while ($export_success) {
                        system("clean");
                        print("ITERATION= $count\n");
                        # call to the required function
                        if ($ChangeParameter eq "OS") {
                            Edit_CRC($account);
                        } else {
                            Edit_Project_Conf($account);
                        }
                        # copy project-conf.h to destination
                        system("cp project-conf.h $Project_Conf_DestinationDir/");
                        # clean Jar
                        CleanJar();
                        print("Ant export-jar -DSCC=Sample_RPL_CRC\n");
                        # make jar from sample CRC
                        system("Ant", "export-jar", "-DSCC=Sample_RPL_CRC");
                        # make dir with value name
                        unless (-d "$JARDDestinationDir/$account") {
                            mkdir "$JARDDestinationDir/$account" or die "!";
                        }
                        # copy jar to respective dir
                        $tmpdir = "$JARDDestinationDir/.$account/.$account.$account.jar";
                        system("cp", "exported.jar", "$tmpdir");
                        $returnval = `\n`;$
                        if ($returnval > 0) {
                            printf("Copying exported.jar to $tmpdir: Failure, %d
", $returnval);
                        } else {
                            printf("Copying exported.jar to $tmpdir: Success\n");
                            $export_success = 0;
                        }
                        printf("Count in inner loop now: $count\n");
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

# Method for Editing Conf
sub Edit_Project_Conf {
    $count = $1[0];
    # set the output (project-conf.h) file name
    }
```
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Figure 2: Perl Script to extract and compute performance metrics from Cooja log.

```perl
#!/usr/bin/perl -w
use strict;
use warnings;

if (@ARGV[0] eq "" || @ARGV[1] eq "") {
    print("Syntax: perl c_file_setup_energy_controlTraffic.pl CHSL SubDir String\n");
    exit;
}

my $Cwd = $ARGV[0];
my $subDir = split (/[/], $ARGV[1]);
my $resultDir = "/home/user/ftp/";
my $iteration = 1;
system("rm", ".log");

foreach my $subDirectory (@subDir) {
    print("ITERATION: $iteration\n");
    my $logfile = $Cwd \ SubDirectory/COOJA.testlog
    # call to the required function
    networkSetupTime ($logfile);
    energyConsumption ($logfile);
    networkLacencyReliability ($logfile);
    $iteration++;
}

SUB networkSetupTime {
    # set the output (results) file name
    my $resulting = "network_setup_time.log";
    my $logfile = "$resulting";
    open (my $fh_resultlog, ">>", $resulting) or die "!
    open (my $fh_logfile, "$logfile") or die "!
    my $convergence = 50
    my $convergenceTime = 0
    my $convergenceFlag = 1;
    my ($firstDIOsent, $lastDIOjoinedDAG) = 0;
    # DIO sent: first DIO sent time from the first line, pattern: 4592116:11:DIO sent
    # DIO joined: last node joined time from the last line, pattern: 45749:17:DIO joined dag
    foreach my $line (<$fh_logfile>) {
        if ($line =~ /\d+/) { $firstDIOsent = $1; }
        elsif ($firstDIOsent eq 0) { $firstDIOsent = $1; }
        } else {
            if ($line =~ m/\d+/) { $lastDIOjoinedDAG = $1; }
            }$lastDIOjoinedDAG = $1;
    print "NETWORK SETUP TIME\n";
    print "First DIO, \"V\", Last DIO joined DAV\Setup Time (ms)\n"
    my $row = sprintf \-15.0f \-23.0f \-15.0f\n    $firstDIOsent, $lastDIOjoinedDAG, $firstDIOsent;
    $row = sprintf \-15.0f \-23.0f \-15.0f\n    $firstDIOsent, $lastDIOjoinedDAG, $firstDIOsent;
    print $row;
    print $fh_resultlog $row;
    print "\n";
    close $fh_resultlog; close $fh_logfile;
} `}
```perl
# Network Latency

my $send delays; my $sum = 0;

sub nodeSendTime {  
  my $node, $packetnr, $time
  my $sendhash = {}; my $packetnr = {}; my $time = 0;
  if (exists $sendhash($node))  
    # if the element exists in send hash then add it to the send hash only
    $sendhash($node)->{$packetnr} += $time;
  } else {  
    if the element does not exist in send hash, then add to both hashes
    $sendhash($node) = $packetnr => $time;
  }

  sub CleanHash {  
    for (keys %send)  
      delete $send$_;
  }

  sub printLostPackets {  
    my @packets = 0;
    foreach my $out (sort {a <=> b} keys %send) {  
      foreach my $key (sort {a <=> b} keys %send($out)) {  
        if (exists $send($node) and $send($node)->{$key} 
          # print node: $out packet: $key time: $send($out)($key)\n";  
        @packets += @packets + 1;
      }
    }
    return @packets;
  }  
}  
```
```c
sub lookupSendTime {
    my $nodenr = $[0]; my $packetnr = $[1]; my $time = $[2];
    # look
    if (exists $send{$nodenr}{$packetnr}) {
        my $EndTime = $send{$nodenr}{$packetnr}; # for compute latency
        # if matches then delete, no need to keep it any more
        delete $send{$nodenr}{$packetnr};
        return $EndTime;
    }
    return(-1);
} # end of outer block

sub networklatency_reliability {
    CleanHash();
    my $logfile = "[FILE]";
    # set the output (results) file name

    my ($nodenr, $packetnr, $time, $sendTime) = @;
    foreach my $line (grep /$logfile/){ # line can be either sending or receiving
        if ($line =~ m/\d+\s+\d+\s+\d+/){
            $nodenr = $1;
            $packetnr = $2;
            $time = $3;
            # save nodenr,packetnr,time
            $sendTime{$nodenr,$packetnr,$time} = 1;
            # save sending time of each packet to the hash $send
        }
    } # end of foreach
    # line can be either sending or receiving
    if ($line =~ m/\d+\s+\d+\s+\d+/){
        $nodenr = $1;
        $packetnr = $2;
        $time = $3;
        # save nodenr,packetnr,time
        $sendTime{$nodenr,$packetnr,$time} = 1;
        # send this sending time of each packet to the hash $send
    }
    # check if sendTable has a corresponding sendTime, if yes(...)
    if (exists $sendTime){
        $sendTime = $sendTime{$nodenr,$packetnr,$time};
    }
    else {
        # we have a match in sendTable
        @sendPackets = @sendPackets + 1;
        @totalLatency = @totalLatency + ($time - $sendTime);
    }
}
```

CONTINUED
```haskell
clusterevents = prismlessEvents();
prism "NETWORK LATENCY & DEMs";
prism "-----------------------------\n"
my row = "no of SendPackets\Average Latency\% of PER\Lost Packet\n";
print row;
# total packets sent, average latency, PER, lost packets
my row = sprintf "%d,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f\n", [prismAdverts + 1, [prismLatency / (prismSend_packets) / (1000000), [prismLost_packets / prismSend_packets] * 100, prismLost_packets];
print row;
# file resultlog frow;
class $fh_resultlog close $fh_logfile;

sub networktraffic {
    #--------------------------------------------------------
    my $logfile=$0();
    # set the output (result) file name
    my $resultlog="network_traffic.log";
    open ($fh_resultlog,">">"$resultlog") or die $!
    open ($fh_logfile,">"$logfile") or die $!
    # General Idea: Find the corresponding lines and get the value of DIS, DIO, DAO
    my ($DIOseen, $DIOsent, $DAOsent) = (0,0,0); my $hash_dic={}
    foreach my $line<$fh_logfile>{
        if ($line =~ m/(\d+):(\d+:DIO sent)/1 {
            $DIOsent += $1;
            $hash_dic{$1} = $hash_dic{$1} + 1;
        } else {
            if ($line =~ m/(\d+):(\d+:DIO sent)/1 {
                $DIOsent += $1;
            } elsif {
                if ($line =~ m/(\d+):(\d+:DAO sent)/1 {
                    $DAOsent += $1;
                } elsif {
                    $PRCcount += $1;
                }
            }
        }
    }
    #--------------------------------------------------------
    printf "NETWORK TRAFFIC\n";
    printf "-----------------------------\n";
    printf "DIO:DIO\DAO:\DAO\n";
    my $row = sprintf "%d,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f\n", $DIOsent, $DIOsent, $DAOsent;
    print $row;
    $row = sprintf "%d,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f\n", $DIOsent, $DIOsent, $DAOsent;
    print $fh_resultlog $row;
    my $node = 0;
    printf "\n\n";
    close $fh_resultlog; close $fh_logfile;
}
```
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Figure 1: Flow Chart for Trickle Algorithm